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Abstract
In the last decade, Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) radar has emerged
as a leading candidate for stimulating major new advancement in radar theory.
A fundamental challenge in MIMO radar is to identify a theoretical framework
within which the radar system may be represented and analysed. In the rela-
tively well-established eld of Single Input Multiple Output (SIMO) array signal
processing, this task has already been achieved using the array manifold (which
is a geometric object that completely characterises the array system). A central
objective of this thesis is therefore to bridge the gap between SIMO and MIMO
by developing a manifold representation of the MIMO radar system.
A new di¤erential geometric framework, based on the complex Cartan matrix,
is exploited in this thesis for characterising array manifold curves. New formulas
are presented for recursively calculating the strictly orthonormal moving frame,
U(s), and corresponding complex Cartan Matrix, C(s), for arbitrary array ge-
ometries. The circular approximation of the array manifold is derived under this
new framework and compact closed-form expressions are provided for the popular
uniform linear array geometry.
Based on a number of approximations derived using the circular approxima-
tion of the array manifold, the performance capabilites of various popular detec-
tion and parameter estimation algorithms are investigated. The gure of merit
Cis then used to place these capabilities into the context of the theoretically
ideal algorithm.
The concept of a virtual SIMO array system is used as a basis for characteris-
ing the full MIMO radar conguration using a single equivalent response vector.
By tracing out this response vector across the whole parameter space, a manifold
is formed that fully characterises the MIMO radar system. In the important case
of orthogonal transmit waveforms, the fundamental performance bounds of the
MIMO radar system are studied.
A space-time receiver architecture is proposed which exploits the virtual SIMO
structure as part of a subspace-based joint Doppler, delay and direction of ar-
rival (DOA) estimation framework. Due to the great computational burden of an
exhaustive 3-parameter search, the joint Doppler-delay-DOA estimation is parti-
tioned into an equivalent two-stage algorithm. The proposed approach is evalu-
ated via computer simulation studies and shown to outperform existing methods.
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1.1 Early Developments in Radar
The idea of collecting information about an object by measuring the radio waves
reected from it is generally accepted to have originated around the year 1900 [1].
By 1864, Maxwells groundbreaking developments in classical electromagnetic
theory had predicted the existence of radio waves and this was conrmed experi-
mentally by Herz in 1886-88 [2,3]. Herz not only succeeded in transmitting radio
waves across the air, but also showed that they could be reected using metal
mirrors. The concept of using such reections for the purpose of detecting objects
seems to have rst been stated formally by Tesla in 1900 [4].
However, it was not until the rise of Nazi Germany in the 1930s that signif-
icant military funding was channelled towards what we now call radar. By the
time the Second World War broke out, practical systems had been developed in-
dependently (and in great secrecy) by as many as eight nations [5]. The enormous
importance of radar became obvious during the war and rapid advancements were
made in ground-, sea- and air-based systems [6]. The term RADARwas coined
by the US Navy in 1940 as an acronym to conceal the secret identity of their so-
called RAdio Detection And Rangingsystem. This term subsequently became
so ubiquitous that radarhas since entered the English language as a word in
its own right.
Two of the most important developments in radar research since the war
have been Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) [7] and phased-array radar [8,9]. An
attribute shared by these two approaches is that they transmit and/or receive
from multiple points in space. In SAR, this is achieved by mounting an antenna
on a moving platform (e.g. an aircraft or spacecraft) and taking separate mea-
18
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surements as the platform moves. Phased array radars instead create a physical
aperture by employing multiple antennas that are located at di¤erent points in
space. Importantly, the phased array feeds the same waveform to each of its
transmitting antennas, but with a di¤erent phase (delay). By adjusting these
phases, an interference pattern (or beampattern) may be formed, allowing the
transmitted energy to be focused towards a desired direction. Furthermore, by
electronically switching the phases, the transmitted beam can be rapidly steered
around, thus eliminating the need to actually rotate the radar mechanically.
1.2 MIMO Radar
Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) radar may be considered as a generali-
sation of phased array radar, in that MIMO radar allows each transmit antenna to
be fed by a completely arbitrary waveform. Since its introduction in 2003 [10,11],
this subtle di¤erence from the conventional phased array has already led to nu-
merous important breakthroughs.
In fact, the emergence of MIMO radar in the last decade as a major candi-
date for future radar development was initially driven by previous successes in
MIMO wireless communications [12]. In particular, the so-called spatial diversity
gain made available by widely separating the transmit and/or receive antennas
(and designing transmit waveforms appropriately) was identied as a means of
mitigating the e¤ects of rapidly uctuating target responses (a common problem
in radar). Broadly speaking, this has led MIMO radar research to be pursued
under two distinct congurations: MIMO radar with widely-separated antennas
(sometimes called statistical MIMO radar) and MIMO radar with closely-spaced
antennas (sometimes called coherent MIMO radar).
A review of existing techniques based on MIMO radar with widely-separated
antennas may be found in [13]. The main strength of this approach is that each
target is e¤ectively illuminated and/or viewed from multiple aspects. Since each
target is made up of a complex body of scatterers (together exhibiting a diverse
multitude of responses), employing widely-spaced antennas therefore reduces (or
virtually eliminates) the probability that the overall response at any given time
will be very small. In fact, under reasonable modelling assumptions, the expected
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the received signal may be held approximately
constant [14] (i.e. does not fade as in conventional systems). In a similar way,
improvements have been shown regarding the detection of moving targets against
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a background of homogeneous clutter [15] and in resolution performance when
coherent processing is applied at the receiver [16].
However, this thesis will instead be concerned with MIMO radar with closely-
spaced antennas (see [17] for a review of existing results). The main di¤erence
with this approach is that only a single target aspect is viewed and so a point
target model may be assumed. As a result, the closely-spaced MIMO radar con-
guration has all the same characteristics of a typical phased array radar, except
the transmit waveforms may be chosen freely. As a result of this extra free-
dom, several fundamental performance improvements have been reported in the
literature. Specically, performance may be enhanced with respect to resolu-
tion [10], estimation error [18], sensitivity to slow-moving target detection [19]
and so-called parameter identiability (i.e. the upper bound on the number of
detectable targets) [20].
Furthermore, a unique capability of MIMO radar with closely-spaced antennas
is optimal transmit beampattern design [21,22]. For example, it was shown in [21]
that the transmit signal covariance matrix may be designed so as to maximise
signal power around target directions, while also minimising cross-correlations
between the resulting target echoes. An alternative approach has been to divide
the transmit array into subapertures, each of which forms a directional beam
using a distinct waveform in order to retain some of the processing gain of a
phased array, while also exploiting the greater exibility of MIMO radar signal
design [23,24].
It should be noted that, although the closely-spacedparadigm constrains
the transmit and receive antenna arrays to each have a small aperture, the arrays
themselves may be situated far apart. In particular, if the arrays are su¢ ciently
far apart that they each view the point target from a di¤erent bearing, a so-
called bistatic conguration is obtained (whereby direction of departure from the
transmit array is di¤erent from direction of arrival to the receive array). However,
in this thesis, a monostatic conguration will be assumed (whereby transmitting
and receiving antennas are su¢ ciently close together that they all view the same
target bearing) and this will be referred to throughout as colocated MIMO
radar.
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1.3 Array Signal Processing
Modern radars such as phased array andMIMO radars may be viewed as members
of a broader class of systems, known as array systems. An array is simply a group
of multiple transmitters (transmit array) or sensors/transducers (receive ar-
ray) that are located at di¤erent points in space, with respect to a common
reference point. Therefore, an array system is, very generally, any collection of
N  0 transmitters and N  1 receivers, where either or both of N and N is
greater than one (if N = 0, then the array system is said to be passive). The
physical nature of the transmitters and receivers depends on the intended appli-
cation, but commonly include electromagnetic devices (e.g. radio antennas and
optical sensors) and acoustic emitters/transducers (e.g. hydrophones, geophones
and ultrasound probes) [25]. Therefore, besides radar, array systems are com-
monly used in numerous other elds, including sonar, wireless communications,
seismology and biomedical imaging. Then, array signal processing (or just array
processing) refers to the general processing of the received signal in such a way
as to estimate the parameters required by the specic application.
In an array system, the spatial arrangement (i.e. locations) of the transmit-
ters/receivers is referred to as the transmit/receive array geometry, which has a
profound e¤ect on the behaviour of the system. In the most general case (i.e.
MIMO), it is therefore important to understand the roles played by both the
transmit and receive arrays. However, by far the most widely studied array
system conguration in the existing literature is SIMO (Single Input Multiple
Output), which has an array only at the receiver. A convenient property of the
SIMO conguration is that the e¤ects of array geometry are completely contained
in the receive array response vector (which will be formally dened and discussed
in Chapter 2). Therefore, tracing out the response vector across the entire param-
eter space creates a geometrical object (called the array manifold) whose shape
completely characterises the e¤ects of array geometry on the SIMO array system
(to be discussed in detail in Chapter 3).
A branch of mathematics dedicated to the investigation of these kinds of (dif-
ferentiable) manifolds is di¤erential geometry [26,27]. The tools of di¤erential
geometry have already been applied extensively to SIMO systems in the array
signal processing literature [25]. In [28], the fundamental performance capabilities
(detection, resolution and estimation error) of an array system were dened in
the context of the array manifold and derived explicitly using the circular approx-
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imation of the array manifold. The way in which anomalies in the manifold lead
to array ambiguities was investigated in [29]. A di¤erential geometric perspective
was applied to the topic of array design (i.e. the judicious placement of array
sensors) in [30]. The sensitivity of array systems to uncertainties in sensor loca-
tions, based on their location in the overall array geometry, was analysed in [31].
In [32], the task of designing virtual arrays for the purpose of array interpolation
was explored.
The study of more sophisticated array systems which incorporate additional
system and channel parameters (such as code division multiple access spread-
ing/scrambling codes, lack of synchronisation, Doppler e¤ects, polarisation pa-
rameters and subcarriers) has been introduced using the concept of extended
array manifolds in [33]. Chapter 5 of this thesis will be concerned with applying
similar reasoning to extend the traditional SIMO framework for the characteri-
sation of MIMO radar systems.
1.4 Organisation of Thesis
Preliminary material covering the signal modelling assumptions and main nota-
tional conventions used in this thesis is provided in Chapter 2. Then, the main
technical contributions are contained in Chapters 3 - 6. The rst two of these
technical chapters cover relatively general topics regarding array systems and
their manifolds, while the latter two deal specically with the application and
expansion of these ideas in MIMO radar.
In Chapter 3, a new di¤erential geometric framework for characterising array
manifold curves is studied and compared to the traditional framework. New
recursive formulas are derived for calculating the strictly orthonormal moving
frame, U(s), and corresponding complex Cartan Matrix, C(s), for arbitrary array
geometries. The circular approximation of the array manifold is derived under
this new framework and compact closed-form expressions are provided for the
popular uniform linear array geometry.
Chapter 4 uses the circular approximation of the array manifold as a platform
for investigating the performance capabilities of practical direction nding (DF)
algorithms. In order to do this, a collection of useful approximations are derived
in relation to the closely-spaced two-source SIMO signal scenario. In particular,
numerous inner product approximations are provided (with several geometric
diagrams to assist in the future derivation of similar quantities), as well as com-
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pact eigenvalue approximations. A novel method for studying the performance
of eigenvalue-based detection algorithms is proposed and the popular Minimum
Description Length (MDL) and Akaikes Information Criterion (AIC) detection
algorithms are studied as specic examples. The issue of practical resolution
performance analysis is discussed and the role of the presumed resolution crite-
rion is investigated. The statistical (nite-snapshot) resolution performance of
the MUSIC algorithm and asymptotic resolution performance of Capons MVDR
algorithm are studied specically (for arbitrary signal correlations and array ge-
ometries). The gure of merit parameter C is used to place all performance
analysis into the context of the theoretically ideal algorithm.
The pivotal issue of bridging the gap between SIMO and MIMO is tackled
in Chapter 5. In order to do this, an equivalent virtual SIMO array system is
established, its response vector is derived and all virtual system parameters are
dened. The locus of the virtual response vector across the whole parameter
space then provides the MIMO radar virtual array manifold and its properties
are investigated. The important case of orthogonal transmit waveforms is studied
in particularly close detail and the associated fundamental performance bounds
are derived. The problem of virtual array design is considered and a method for
designing spatially e¢ cient uniform linear virtual arrays is established using a
new family of subarrayed collinear MIMO array geometries.
The nal technical chapter, Chapter 6, brings together many of the key con-
cepts of the thesis to produce a subspace-based joint Doppler, delay and direction
of arrival (DOA) estimation framework for MIMO radar. A novel transmit wave-
form conguration is proposed in order to provide a more favourable extended
virtual array structure. A spatiotemporal receiver architecture is provided to
exploit this extended virtual array structure for joint Doppler-delay-DOA es-
timation. Due to the prohibitive computational complexity of an exhaustive
3-parameter search, the estimation process is partitioned into an equivalent two-
stage algorithm. Computer simulation studies are presented to evaluate the pro-
posed approach and it is shown to outperform existing methods in terms of both
parameter estimation performance and computational complexity.
Chapter 2
Signal Modelling
In this chapter, the MIMO radar received signal will be modelled and relevant as-
sumptions will be described. In addition, a more generic SIMO array signal model
will be introduced. This SIMO model is compatible with a large portion of the
existing research in array signal processing and provides the basis for describing
the array manifold (in Chapter 3) and, subsequently, algorithm performance (in
Chapter 4). The relationship between the two models (MIMO and SIMO) will
then be derived and discussed in detail in Chapter 5.
2.1 MIMO Radar Received Signal Model
Consider the arrayed MIMO radar system of Figure 2.1, which employs an array
of N transmitting antennas and an array of N receiving sensors. The two arrays
are assumed to be colocated (i.e. they are located su¢ ciently close together in
space that target bearings are the same for both arrays). The N elements of the
transmit array are fed by the
 
N  1 vector of baseband transmit waveforms,
m(t), which are transmitted into the environment (see Point A in Figure 2.1) and
assumed to propagate as plane waves (i.e. the far-eld assumption, which is valid
for a wide range of radar scenarios and is commonly applied in colocated MIMO
radar [34]).
The MIMO channel comprises K signal propagation paths, corresponding to
the transmitted signal energy reected back to the receiver via K radar targets.
The signal return from the kth target has complex path fading coe¢ cient k,
while  k models the lack of synchronisation between transmitter and receiver due
to the di¤erent target ranges. Doppler frequency is denoted Fk and is a known
24
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Figure 2.1: Baseband representation of the MIMO radar system. Each signal
propagation path is modelled as a function of transmit (Tx) and receive (Rx)
array geometries, target bearings (,), relative path delay (), complex path
fading coe¢ cient () and Doppler frequency (F).




where fc denotes carrier frequency and c is the speed of light.
The (N  1) complex vector Sk , S(k; k) is the receiver array manifold
vector (array response vector), which models the response of the receiver ar-
ray to a plane-wave arrival from the direction parameterised by azimuth k and
elevation k:
S(k; k) , exp
  j[rx; ry; rz]k(k; k) (2.2)
The receiver arrays sensor locations (array geometry) are represented by the
(N  3) real matrix:
[rx; ry; rz] = [r1; r2; : : : ; rN ]
T 2 RN3 (2.3)
Similarly, using () to denote all equivalent parameters associated with the trans-
mit array, [rx; ry; rz], the transmit array manifold vector is denoted Sk , S (k; k).





[cos(k) cos(k); sin(k) cos(k); sin(k)] (2.4)
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where  is the carrier signal wavelength and u(k; k) is the (3  1) real unit
vector pointing from (k; k) towards the origin. (Equivalently, for the transmit-
ters manifold vector, u(k; k) =  u(k; k) points from the origin to (k; k)).
Without loss of generality, it is convenient to dene phase origins of the transmit
and receive arrays at the centroids of the arrays (the usefulness of this convention
is discussed in detail in Section 3.2.1).
The (N  1) baseband signal at the receiver array output (in the presence of




k exp(j2Fkt)SkSHk m(t   k) + n(t) (2.5)
where the spatially and temporally white, zero-mean complex Gaussian additive
noise is denoted by n(t), with covariance matrix:
Rnn , Efn(t)nH(t)g
= 2nIN (2.6)
where 2n is the unknown noise variance. In order to compare MIMO radar
systems with di¤erent numbers of transmitting antennas, N , in a fair manner, a
unity transmit power constraint will be used in this thesis:
Tr
E m(t)mH(t)		 = 1 (2.7)
It should also be noted that, in Equation 2.5, m(t) is assumed to be nar-
rowband. Specically, it is assumed that the transmitted signals are su¢ ciently
slow-varying that their value is approximately constant across the spatial aper-
ture of the transmit/receive array at time t. A more detailed discussion of the
narrowband and far-eld assumptions may be found in [35,36].
2.2 Generic SIMO Array Signal Model
Consider the SIMO array system of Figure 2.2, comprising M signal sources
impinging on an N -element receiver array. Of course, this system shows strong
similarities to the MIMO radar system in Figure 2.1. Therefore, following the





i exp(j2Fit)Simi(t   i) + n(t) (2.8)
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Figure 2.2: Baseband representation of a generic SIMO array system.
Note that a clear distinction has been made regarding the number of discrete
signal paths in this SIMO system (i.e. M sources as opposed to K point targets
in the MIMO radar). The main reason for this is that the colocated MIMO
radar is essentially a multipath signal model, whereby there is a single (multiple-
antenna) emitting source, whose signals arrive at the receiver via multiple (target)
reections. By contrast, the simple SIMO model considered here assumes each
impinging signal to be a di¤erent source altogether.
Furthermore, this generic SIMO model makes no assumption about the loca-
tions of the sources relative to the receive array. For example, it is very unlikely
that a colocated conguration could be guaranteed in a wireless communications
context, wherein the passage of the uncorrupted messagefrom transmitter to
receiver is of primary concern (while estimation of channel parameters is sec-
ondary to this goal). If the transmitter and receiver were so close together, then
a direct signal path (or even a wired connection) would be preferable. Conversely,
in a SIMO radar, a colocated conguration is entirely plausible, since its primary
concern is the estimation of channel/target parameters (and the transmitted sig-
nal is completely known to the receiver anyway).
It should be noted, therefore, that care should be taken in modelling Doppler
frequency, F , and path delay  appropriately. For example, the round-trip delay
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in a colocated SIMO radar is twice that of a direct wireless communications link
existing between target and receiver (and F is similarly doubled). Nonetheless,
Equation 2.8 is a generic model that allows a variety of SIMO systems to be
analysed using well-established techniques.
Given the obvious similarities between Equations 2.5 and 2.8, it would be
tempting to simply view the colocated MIMO radar (from the receivers perspec-
tive) as being a SIMO system with M = K and mi(t) = S
H
i m(t). Indeed, this
is perfectly valid and yields the correct expression for x(t). However, taking this
perspective acts to conceal two very important facts:
1. m(t) is completely known by the MIMO radar receiver.
2. S(; ) is completely known by the MIMO radar receiver.
As a result of these two facts, the performance of the MIMO radar system
must surely be inuenced by (i.e. be a function of) m(t) and S(; ). Therefore,
simply viewing the MIMO radar as a SIMO system with mi(t) = S
H
i m(t) would
not adequately characterise its capabilities and, in particular, would completely
ignore the inuence of the transmit array geometry. Therefore, a more in-depth
approach will be developed in Chapter 5 in order to bridge the gap between the
SIMO-based theory of Chapters 3 - 4 and the MIMO radar techniques proposed
in Chapter 6.
Chapter 3
Di¤erential Geometry of Array
Manifold Curves
3.1 Introduction
Consider an array of N sensors receiving M  1 narrowband plane waves. As-
suming no Doppler e¤ects exist and, additionally, that propagation delays may




iSimi(t) + n(t) (3.1)
where  is the complex path fading coe¢ cient, m(t) is the baseband signal
waveform and n(t) additive white Gaussian noise of zero mean and covariance
matrix 2nIN .
The response of the array to a signal incident from azimuth  2 [0; 360)
and elevation  2 ( 90; 90) is commonly modelled using the (N  1) complex
array response vector, S(; ), introduced in Equation 2.2 and repeated here for
convenience:
S(; ) , exp
  j[rx; ry; rz]k(; ) (3.2)
As is common practice, the notation used for S(; ) ignores dependence upon




and . More importantly, the manifold
vector contains the e¤ects of all unknown parameters of interest (i.e.  and ).
However, it is important to note that the manifold vector is by no means restricted
to a (; ) parameterisation. Firstly, this is because the (; ) parameterisation is
not unique; other valid directional parameterisations exist (with cone-angle pa-
rameterisation particularly useful for the analysis of planar arrays [37]). Secondly,
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many other variable parameters of interest (besides direction) can be incorporated
into the response vector modelling. When these additional parameters (such as
Doppler, delay, polarisation, subcarrier and spreading/scrambling codes) are in-
cluded, the resulting response vector is referred to as an extended manifold vector,
the properties of which have been investigated in [33].
Therefore, for the sake of generality in this chapter, the response vector will
simply be denoted as S(p), where the vector p may comprise any or all of the
aforementioned variable parameters (and/or others). The central purpose of this
chapter then lies in exploring the geometrical nature of the mathematical object
which is traced out by S(p) when p is evaluated across the range of all feasible
parameter values (denoted by the parameter space, 
). This resulting object is
called the array manifold. It completely characterises the SIMO array system
and is formally dened as:
A , S(p); 8p 2 
	 (3.3)
In the single-parameter case (i.e. p = p), it can be seen that S(p) traces out a
curve in CN . For two parameters, the manifold is a surface and, similarly, for
larger numbers of parameters, the manifold is some higher dimensional object.
A branch of mathematics dedicated to the investigation of these kinds of (dif-
ferentiable) manifolds is di¤erential geometry [26,27]. The tools of di¤erential
geometry have already been applied extensively in the array signal processing
literature [25], leading to numerous important results. In [28], the fundamental
performance capabilities (detection, resolution and estimation error) of an array
system were dened in the context of the array manifold and derived explic-
itly using the circular approximation of the array manifold. The way in which
anomalies in the manifold lead to array ambiguities was investigated in [29]. A
di¤erential geometric perspective was applied to the topic of array design (i.e.
the judicious placement of array sensors) in [30]. The sensitivity of array systems
to uncertainties in sensor locations, based on their location in the overall array
geometry, was analysed in [31]. In [32], the task of designing virtual arrays for
the purpose of array interpolation was explored.
The main body of this existing research relates to the study of manifold curves
and surfaces. Although the geometrical properties of array manifold surfaces have
been investigated directly [38], this is a more complicated task than for curves. To
simplify matters, it has been shown that array manifold surfaces can alternatively
be considered to consist of families of constant-parameter curves [39]. Therefore,
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the theoretical framework introduced in this chapter will be done so with a focus
on array manifold curves.
An important class of array manifold curves is the hyperhelix. Hyperhelices
are especially convenient to analyse since all their curvatures are constant (do
not vary from point to point) and may be calculated recursively. As a result,
hyperhelices have historically been investigated as a special case of array mani-
fold curve, before any generalisation to arbitrary array geometries is carried out.
Indeed, we recently presented a new theoretical framework for representing array
manifold curves in [40], which focused on hyperhelical array manifold curves. In
addition to summarising the new framework (and comparing to the traditional
approach), formulas will be provided in this chapter for generalising the frame-
work for arbitrary array geometries. In particular, new recursive formulas will be
provided for calculating the curvatures of arbitrary (not necessarily hyperhelical)
array manifold curves.
3.1.1 Notation for kth Derivatives
This chapter includes extensive discussion of derivatives with respect to both arc
length, s, and bearing parameter p. Throughout this thesis, di¤erentiation with
respect to s will be denoted by primeand di¤erentiation with respect to p by
dot. For example:
S 0(s) , d
ds
S(s) (3.4)












However, this chapter requires di¤erentiation to arbitrary, kth, order. Therefore,










Furthermore, in this chapter, dependence upon s or p may be inferred by
the presence of the primeor dotnotation. Therefore, for notational brevity,
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these parameters will occasionally be dropped. For example:








3.2 ArrayManifold Curves: Traditional Approach
Given a curve S(p) 2 CN as a function of a single real parameter p 2 R (such as
azimuth, , or elevation, ), the arc length along the manifold curve, s(p), and









A useful feature of parameterising a manifold curve in terms of arc length, s, is
that it is an invariant parameter. This means that the tangent vector to the
curve (expressed in terms of s):









is always unit length.
The tangent vector S 0(s0) provides useful local information about the manifold
curve in the neighbourhood of s0 (it is a geometric approximation of the rst
order). However, in order to build up a full (local) characterisation of the manifold
curve, it is necessary to attach some additional vectors to the running point, s0.
Specically, an orthonormal moving frame of (local) coordinate vectors can be
constructed. Then, the manner in which this frame twists and turns as the
running point progresses along the curve will be shown to provide a profoundly
meaningful description of the curve. However, the way in which these frame
vectors are chosen has recently been found to be of central importance and a
subtly di¤erent approach has been shown to provide signicant new insight [40].
This di¤erent new approach will be summarised before being used to derive the
main results of this chapter.
Under the traditional approach, the manifold vector S(p), residing in CN , is
instead considered to comprise 2N real components. For this reason, the mov-
ing frame, Uw(s), consists of up to 2N complex vectors (constructed using the
procedure summarised in Table 3.1):
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Coordinate Vector Curvature




u01(s) 2(s) = ku02(s) + 1(s)u1(s)k











Table 3.1: Traditional procedure for constructing Uw(s) and Cr(s) (see [25, p.30]).
Uw(s) ,

uw;1(s); uw;2(s); : : : ; uw;d(s)

(3.15)
where N   1  d  2N (depending on the level of symmetricity exhibited by the
sensor array). Together with Uw(s), up to 2N   1 non-zero real curvatures can
be dened. These allow the motion of the moving frame to be expressed as:
U0w(s) = Uw(s)Cr(s) (3.16)
where Cr(s) is the purely real Cartan matrix, which contains the curvatures, i,
according to the following skew-symmetric structure:
Cr(s) =
2666666664
0;  1; 0;    0
1; 0;  2; . . . ...
0; 2;
. . . . . . 0
...
. . . . . . . . .  d 1
0;    0; d 1; 0
3777777775
(3.17)
where dependence on s has been dropped for notational brevity. As a consequence
of constraining the entries of Cr(s) to be purely real, it is found that the moving














This means that Cr(s) does not, in general, uniquely describe the shape and size
of the manifold curve (since any imaginary components are ignored). Only in the
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special case of arrays with sensors located symmetrically about the origin is the
manifold seen to admit a representation entirely inRN . In the general case, there-
fore, imaginary components must be accounted for separately, using the concept
of the inclination angle of the manifold (dened as the angle between the manifold
vector and a certain subset of the even-numbered frame vectors [25, p.45]).
3.2.1 Dening the Phase Reference at the Array Centroid
It should be briey noted that a very useful convention is to dene the phase





= [0; 0; 0] (3.20)
since this simplies a number of important inner products. To see this, we rst
dene the vector A(p) as:
A(p) ,   rx; ry; rz k (; ) (3.21)
which allows the manifold vector and its derivative to be written as:
S(p) = exp (jA(p)) (3.22)
_S(p) = jA(p) S(p) (3.23)
Therefore, the inner product, SH(p) _S(p), is always zero, since:








and using Equation 3.20:
SH(p) _S(p) = 0 (3.24)
Therefore, using Equation 3.30, it is also true that:
SH(s)u1(s) = 0 (3.25)
Furthermore, di¤erentiating Equation 3.24 with respect to p leads to:
SH(p) S(p) +
= _s2(p)z }| {
_S
H
(p) _S(p) = 0
) SH(p) S(p) =   _s2(p) (3.26)
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Similarly, di¤erentiating Equation 3.25 with respect to s leads to:
SH(s)u01(s) +
=1z }| {
uH1 (s)u1(s) = 0
) SH(s)u01(s) =  1 (3.27)
These simple formulations will be useful in numerous parts of this thesis.
3.3 Array Manifold Curves: Complex Cartan
Approach
In [40], we introduced an alternative theoretical framework which allows the man-
ifold curve in CN to be characterised in a more convenient and direct manner than
the traditional approach described in Section 3.2. In particular, a continuously
di¤erentiable strictly orthonormal basis was established that forms a platform
for deriving a generalised complex Cartan matrix (each with similar properties
to those established under the previous framework).
3.3.1 Equivalent Orthonormalisation Methods
As a precursor to describing the generalised complex Cartan framework, it is use-
ful for the purposes of this chapter to rst state two equivalent orthonormalisation
methods. In both cases, the goal is to use the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalisation
procedure in order to construct the strictly orthonormal moving frame:
U(s) , [u1(s); u2(s); : : : ; uN(s)] (3.28)
where UH(s)U(s) = IN (3.29)
More specically, in the literature, we nd two equivalent expressions, each o¤er-
ing slightly di¤erent insight. The rst method in CN (see, for example, [26, p.159]
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Similarly, the second method in CN (see, for example, [27, p.13] for curves in RN)













Both methods are equivalent, since u0k 1 is simply a linear combination of
S 0; S 00; : : : ; S(k) and so the vectors input to the Gram-Schmidt process, in both
cases, span the same subspace. Indeed, it may be observed that (in both cases)
each successive coordinate vector simply points in the direction that the hyper-
plane spanned by the previously-dened vectors is moving.
The advantage of Method 1 is that it leads very directly to the Cartan
matrix, C(s), which describes the relationship between U(s) and U0(s):
U0(s) = U(s)C(s) (3.32)
Indeed, using this method, it was proven in [40] that the complex Cartan matrix





1;  kv2k ; 0;    0
kv2k ; uH2 u02;  kv3k ; . . .
...
0; kv3k ; . . . . . . 0
...
. . . . . . . . .  kvNk
0;    0; kvNk ; uHNu0N
3777777775
(3.33)
which, it is simple to prove, is skew-Hermitian:
CH(s) =  C(s) (3.34)





k uk = 0
) ReuHk u0k	 = 0 (3.35)
and so the diagonal entries of C(s) are purely imaginary.
However, the disadvantage of Method 1 is that it is di¢ cult to obtain a
closed-form expression for the recursively-dened u0k 1. Therefore, it has only
previously been possible to evaluate C(s) in the special case of hyperhelical array
manifold curves. By contrast, S(k) in Method 2 is more straightforward to
approach and will be used in this chapter to develop formulas for U(s) and C(s)
for arbitrary array manifold curves.
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3.4 A Generalised Approach to Obtaining U(s)
and C(s)
In order to obtain formulas for U(s) and C(s) for arbitrary array geometries, the
following three main objectives will now be addressed:
1. Derive a general expression for S(k)(s), in order for U(s) to be obtained via
Equation 3.31.
2. Determine the relationship between kvk(s)k and kwk(s)k, in order to obtain
the sub/superdiagonals of C(s).
3. Derive a general expression for uHk u
0
k (i.e. the diagonal entries of C(s) in
Equation 3.33).
3.4.1 A General Expression for S(k)(s)





for our curve S(s), parameterised in terms of some directional parameter p(s)
(where we shall assume p is azimuth  or elevation ). By the chain rule, we can

























s + 10 _s2
...







s   5 _s3....s   105 _ss3 S +  45 _s2s2   10 _s3...s  ...S   10 _s3s....S + _s4 (5)S 
(3.41)
As we can see, a pattern begins to emerge for S(k)(s) as a linear combination of
_S(p); S(p); : : : ;
(k)
S(p), where the coe¢ cients are sums of (k   1)-term products of
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_s(p); s(p); : : : ;
(k)
s (p), each divided by some power of _s(p). Specically, a varia-
tion of Faà di Brunos formula (which generalises the chain rule up to higher






















where the sum in Equation 3.42b must be computed over all possible integer
combinations1 of bi  2 which satisfy:
nX
i=1
bi = k + n m (3.43)
except in the following special cases2:
Bk;0;n(p) =
(





1; if k = m
0; otherwise
(3.44b)




s (p). These results are given in Theorems 3.1 - 3.2.
First, let us recall from Equation 3.22 that the manifold vector may be written
in the form S(p) = exp (jA(p)). Therefore, taking p to be azimuth or elevation,
it is straightforward to conrm the important property:
...
A(p) =   _A(p) (3.45)
Theorem 3.1 The kth derivative of S(p) with respect to p may be written (for














where the coe¢ cients Bm;n(k) may be obtained recursively (for k  1) as:
Bm;n(k) = jBm 1;n(k   1)  (n+ 1)Bm 1;n+1(k   1) + (m+ 1)Bm+1;n 1(k   1)
(3.47)
1A number of algorithms exist for doing this e¢ ciently. See, for example, [43].
2There is a typesetting error in [42]. The author has conrmed that 1should be replaced
with 1.




1; if m = 0 and n = 0
0; otherwise
(3.48)
The proof of this theorem is given in Appendix 3A.
Theorem 3.2 The kth derivative of s(p) with respect to p may be written (for














where the coe¢ cients Bm;n(k) may be obtained recursively (for k  5) as:




 4; if m = 1 and n = 2
 3; if m = 2 and n = 3
0; otherwise
(3.51)
The proof of this theorem is given in Appendix 3B.
So, by substitution of these results into Equation 3.42, a general formulation
of S(k)(s) is obtained. Therefore, all that now remains to be done is to obtain
expressions for the entries of C(s) in Equation 3.33. Specically, we require
formulas for kvkk (for k = 2; 3; : : : N) and uHk u0k (for k = 1; 2; : : : ; N). First,
however, useful formulas will be provided for checking Theorems 3.1 - 3.2.
3.4.2 Checking Theorems 3.1 - 3.2
In order to help verify the validity of Theorems 3.1 - 3.2, Faà di Brunos formula
can be used. In fact, since the recursive nature of Theorems 3.1 - 3.2 necessitates
di¤erentiation of all orders up to k, the following formulations may be especially
useful in cases where only the kth derivative is required.
Faà di Brunos formula [41] is a generalisation of the di¤erentiation chain rule








g0(x); g00(x); : : : ; g(n k+1)(x)
	
(3.52)
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where the Bell polynomials, Bk;n, are a triangular array of polynomials which









with initial condition B0;0 = 1 and Bk;0 = B0;n = 0 otherwise.
















jk _A(p); k odd
j(k 1) A(p); k even
where it has been recalled from Equation 3.45 that
...
A =   _A. Similarly, regarding








































T A  _AT _A

; k even
Equations 3.54 - 3.55 may readily be conrmed to give the same numerical
results as Theorems 3.1 - 3.2 (with negligible rounding errors). It is worth noting
that rounding errors are worst near singularities in the manifold (i.e. for bearings
near the axis of a linear array), where _s(p) becomes very small. However, in
these cases, the formulas given in [40] for hyperhelical array manifolds may be
used directly, eliminating this problem.
3.4.3 The Relationship Between kvk(s)k and kwk(s)k
In Equation 3.33, the sub/superdiagonal entries of the Cartan matrix, C(s), are
expressed in terms of the "Method 1" term kvkk for k = 2; 3; : : : ; N . How-
ever, the formulas presented so far have been derived using orthogonalisation
"Method 2". In other words, these formulas provide a method for obtaining kwkk
for k = 2; 3; : : : ; N . Therefore, the following theorem is provided to describe how
kvkk may be obtained from kwkk and
wk 1.
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Theorem 3.3 The Euclidean norm of vk(s) may be obtained recursively (for




kw1k = kv1k = 1 (3.57)
The proof of this theorem is given in Appendix 3C.
3.4.4 A General Expression for uHk u
0
k
The nal remaining quantities that must be evaluated are the diagonal entries of
C(s). A general recursive method for doing this is provided in Theorem 3.4.
Theorem 3.4 The inner product of uk and its derivative with respect to arc























The proof of this theorem is given in Appendix 3D.
3.5 Circular Approximation of the Array Man-
ifold Curve
In this thesis, a tool that will be used extensively is the circular approximation of
the array manifold. The circular approximation has previously only been derived
using the traditional di¤erential geometric framework [25, p.175]. Furthermore,
in the discussion given in [25, p.175], the purely real Cartan matrix, Cr(s), is
assumed to be constant (i.e. only valid for hyperhelical manifolds). Therefore, a
simple derivation of the circular approximation will now be provided using the
Complex Cartan framework, which is valid for arbitrary array geometries. We
start by recalling from [40] that:
U(s) = U(0)F(s) (3.60a)
U0(s) = U(s)C(s) (3.60b)
F0(s) = F(s)C(s) (3.60c)
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where F(s) is the so-called Frame Matrix, which is a complex-valued, continuously
di¤erentiable transformation that relates U(s) to its initial condition U(0) (such
that F(0) = IN).
Let us consider a point s , s1 + s2
2
, which is the midpoint between s1 and
s2 , s1 + s on the manifold. By Taylor series expansion and using Equa-
tions 3.60a - 3.60c, the coordinate matrix, U(s), at ss
2











































































 1. It is worth noting here that
























Therefore, by comparing Equations 3.61 and 3.62, it is obvious that the circular




; for s kv2(s)k  4 (3.63)
As would be expected, we can now show that this result is the same as
the radius of circular approximation that was used under the previous frame-
work. It should be noted that deriving R(s) under the traditional framework
required a more complicated derivation in order to arrive at the same result
(see [25, pp. 177 and 209]). Nonetheless, using (s) to denote the angle between
the rst two wide-sense orthogonal coordinate vectors, uw;1(s) and uw;2(s) (not
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to be confused with the inclination angle,  inc(s)), R
 1(s) under the traditional
framework is:
^1(s) , R 1(s)








ku01(s)k2   juH1 (s)u01(s)j2 (3.65)






ku01(s)k2   juH1 (s)u01(s)j2
, ^1(s) (3.66)
Note that, for notational compatibility, ^1(s) will be used widely in this thesis in
place of kv2(s)k.
The basic method for utilising the circular approximation (between two closely-
spaced points S(s1) and S(s2) = S(s1) + S) essentially lies in solving a variety
of basic trigonometric problems to provide compact expressions in terms of the
radius kv2(s)k 1 and chord length kSk. Then, although the circular arc length,
s, is rarely treated directly, it may be approximated as s  kSk, since:














3.6 Circular Approximation of Uniform Linear
Array Manifold Curves
The tools of di¤erential geometry are not yet widely used in the array processing
literature, so many authors are forced to severely restrict their analysis in order
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to obtain tractable formulas. In particular, the most widely studied array con-





(N   1) ; 1
2





with ry = rz = 0N (3.68b)
for some uniform separation, dr.
In order to be able to easily compare a number of results derived in this
thesis with their ULA-specic equivalents (if available in the literature), it is
therefore useful to provide ULA-specic expressions for ^1(s) and _s(p) (which are
the parameters required to describe the manifolds circular approximation). To
achieve this goal, it is useful to rst state the following standard results [45,46]


































Next, we note from [25, Eqs. 2.29 and 2.37] that for a linear array of sensors:















N(N2   1) (3.75)













3 (3N2   7)
5 (N3  N) (3.76)
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where Equations 3.71 - 3.72 have been used.






N(N2   1) sin  (3.77)
^1 =
s
3 (3N2   7)
5 (N3  N) (3.78)
Appendices
Appendices 3A Proof of Theorem 3.1
This appendix will provide proof by induction. To identify a basis step, we write
the rst few derivatives:
S = exp (jA) (3.79)
































































The validity of Equation 3.85 will now by proved (and a recursive expression for
Bm;n(k) will also be obtained) by induction.
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Next, in accordance with Equation 3.85, note that:
B 1;n(k) = Bm; 1(k) = Bk+1;n(k) = Bm;k+1(k) = Bk+2;n(k) = Bm;k+2(k) = 0













with Bm;n(k + 1) = jBm 1;n(k)  (n+ 1)Bm 1;n+1(k) + (m+ 1)Bm+1;n 1(k)
which completes the proof. By a simple change of variables, it is clear that (for
k  1) coe¢ cients are obtained recursively as:





1; if m = 0 and n = 0
0; otherwise
(3.92)
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Appendices 3B Proof of Theorem 3.2
This appendix will provide proof by induction. To identify a basis step, we
di¤erentiate up to the sixth order:
_s ,























 4 _s....s   12s...s   10...s ....s   5s (5)s
_s
(3.98)














The validity of Equation 3.99 will now by proved (and a recursive expression
for Bm;n(k) will also be obtained) by induction.


































































where i;j is the Kronecker delta function:
i;j =
(
1; if i = j
0; if i 6= j
(3.102)
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Next, in accordance with Equation 3.99, we note that:
Bm;0(k) = B0;n(k) = Bm;k(k) = Bk;n(k) = 0















which completes the proof. By a simple change of variables, it is clear that (for
k  5) coe¢ cients are obtained recursively as:




 4; if m = 1 and n = 2
 3; if m = 2 and n = 3
0; otherwise
(3.105)
Appendices 3C Proof of Theorem 3.3














































































and by change of variables:
kvk(s)k =
kwk(s)kwk 1(s) (3.110)
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Appendices 3D Proof of Theorem 3.4














  kwkk0  uHk wk
kwkk2
(3.112)
However, we know that uHk u
0










































Substituting for w0k in Equation 3.113 therefore gives:
uHk u
0





































= kvk(s)k = kwkkkwk 1k .
Noting the recursive nature of this expression allows us to write the nal result:




























Theoretical limits on the performance of any real array system exist for two main
reasons:
1. Array uncertainties
2. Finite sampling e¤ects
Array uncertainties are caused by physical deviations from the array model in
terms of the locations, electrical properties (gain and phase) and mutual coupling
of sensors [47,48]. These modelling errors can severely degrade direction-nding
performance, so array calibration (the act of estimating and mitigating these er-
rors) is a crucial topic in array signal processing research. However, array uncer-
tainties are outside the scope of this thesis and it is assumed herein that the array
system is perfectly calibrated. The early parts of this chapter will focus instead
on the nite sampling e¤ect, which exists because observed data snapshots are
nite in number and contaminated with noise. Thus, for nite (SNR L), where
L is the number of discrete snapshots, the estimated statistics of the received
signal are imperfect, leading limits to be imposed on the theoretically-achievable
system performance. Specically, theoretical bounds on three key aspects of DF
performance arise:
51
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1. Detection Performance: the capability of a system to correctly estimate the
number of signals,M , impinging on the array. (This is the spatial analogue
of the model order selection problem in time-series analysis [49]).
2. Resolution Performance: the capability of a system to yield M separate,
distinct directional parameter estimates corresponding to the M impinging
signals.
3. Estimation Accuracy: the mean square error of the directional parameter
estimates (which can only be obtained following successful detection and
resolution), with respect to true target directions.
In addition to the abovementioned (theoretical) factors that inuence these
performance bounds in a fundamental sense, it is also important to understand
the additional practical constraints imposed by the chosen parameter estimation
algorithm. This issue will form the central topic of this chapter. In particular, it
will rst be shown how practical non-idealities may be modelled in the context of
the theoretical lower bounds. Then, the issue of deriving closed-form expressions
to t within this framework will be explored. Finally, a number of the most
popular practical algorithms will be analysed specically within the proposed
framework.
In the case of detection and resolution, overall success depends particularly on
the two most closely-spaced sources. As a result, the discussion in this chapter
will be largely based on a two-source signal model (i.e. with M = 2). Then,
detection and resolution performance can each be characterised by a di¤erent
threshold separation, which must be satised in order for detection/resolution to
be achieved with high probability. These thresholds are dependent upon various
system parameters such as: signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), number of snapshots
(L), number of sensors (N), array geometry, source bearings, relative source
powers, signal correlation and the specic practical DF algorithm employed. In
this chapter, the roles of all these parameters will be explored in a general sense.
The main contributions of this chapter may be summarised as follows:
1. A collection of useful approximations related to the closely-spaced two-
source SIMO signal environment is developed. Specically, inner product
approximations (with several geometric diagrams to assist in the future
derivation of similar quantities) are provided and compact signal eigenvalue
approximations are derived.
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2. A convenient method for characterising eigenvalue-based detection algo-
rithm performance is provided and specic results for the popular MDL
and AIC algorithms are presented.
3. Studies of the statistical resolution performance of the MUSIC algorithm
and asymptotic resolution performance of Capons MVDR algorithm are
presented. These are valid for arbitrary signal correlations and array ge-
ometries.
4. The impact of the presumed resolution criterion on resolution performance
analysis is investigated. Three popular criteria are analysed and their aws
discussed.
4.2 Theoretical Detection and Resolution Bounds
In the presence of nite sampling e¤ects, the uncertainty remaining in the array
system (corresponding to a given point on the array manifold) after L snapshots
can be represented using an N -dimensional hypersphere (see Figure 4.1). The
notion of characterising detection and resolution performance using uncertainty
hyperspheres was rst sketched out by Schmidt in [50, p.136], but has since been
rened using di¤erential geometry and the circular approximation of the array
manifold [51, 28, 25].
In particular, it has been proposed that the radius, e, of the uncertainty
hypersphere should be lower bounded by the square root of the single-source
Cramer-Rao Lower Bound1 (CRB) expressed in terms of the arc length of the
manifold:
e  1p
2 (SNR L) (4.1)
The rationale behind this assertion is that a theoretically ideal algorithm should
be able to eliminate any dependency between the multiple incident signals. Then,
the single-source CRB provides a measure of the theoretically minimum uncer-
tainty/error remaining for that source.
For any non-ideal practical algorithm, this radius will be larger. To model this
e¤ect, the parameter C (where 0 < C  1) has been introduced in [28, 25, 52],
1In order to preserve the natural order of detection, then resolution, then estimation, the
Cramer-Rao Bound (and other estimation error bounds) will not be discussed until Section 4.3.
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Figure 4.1: Visualisation of an uncertainty hypersphere (of radius e) residing in
N -dimensional complex space at a point, s(p0), on the array manifold curve.
which acts to scale the hyperspheres accordingly:
e =
1p
2 (SNR L C) (4.2)
Clearly, if analytical expressions can be obtained for C for di¤erent practical
algorithms, then C can be used as a useful gure of merit parameter to compare
their performances. This could provide important insight in a number of ways.
Firstly, it will give a clear indication of which algorithm is the superior for a given
scenario (i.e. a higher value of C denotes superiority). Secondly, if C is found to be
close to 1, then it can immediately be concluded that the algorithm is near-ideal
for that scenario. In other words, if system performance is still unsatisfactory,
then there is no point in considering the use of a more complex algorithm; more
favourable scenario parameters must be sought (for example, by increasing signal
powers or the array aperture). Finally, since C contains all the non-idealities
of a given algorithm (and only its non-idealities), the analytical form of C may
provide some insight regarding the cause of these imperfections (and therefore
how to eliminate them).
Much of this chapter will be dedicated to investigating the performance of
some representative practical detection and resolution algorithms (in the con-
text of the parameter C). This relies upon comparing each algorithms de-
tection/resolution performance with the theoretically ideal (corresponding to
C = 1). Therefore, it is important to state here the theoretically ideal detection
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and resolution performance bounds, derived in [51, 28, 25] using the uncertainty
hyperspheres model and the circular approximation of the array manifold:
sdet =
1p



















where sdet and sres are the arc length separations between the two sources at
detection and resolution threshold, respectively.
4.3 Theoretical Estimation Error Bounds
Estimation error bounds have already been addressed extensively in the literature
(see, for example, [53], [54, pp. 1106-1107] and references therein), so only a few
key points need to be raised for the purposes of this chapter (which will focus
instead on detection and resolution). A number of theoretical approaches exist for
describing lower bounds on estimation accuracy. Their common goal is to provide
a fundamental lower bound on the error covariance matrix of an estimate, p^, of the
true parameter vector p (e.g. where p = [p1; p2; : : : ; pM ]
T in the single-parameter
case).
4.3.1 Cramer-Rao Bounds
The most popular estimation error bound in array signal processing is a statistical
result commonly referred to as the Cramer-Rao Bound (CRB). It was discovered
(in the single parameter case) by Doob [55] and rediscovered in a more elegant
form by Frechet [56], Darmois [57], Cramer [58] and Rao [59]. Intuitively, the
Cramer-Rao bound bases its result on the observation that, for some unknown
parameter, the sharpness of the log likelihood function (described by its ex-
pected curvature, or Fisher Information) indicates how accurately that param-
eter may be estimated. A good formal, general examination of the Cramer-Rao
bound is presented in [60, Ch.3]. However, for the present discussion, a more
compact formulation specic to the SIMO direction-nding (DF) problem will be
more appropriate.
In the SIMO received signal model, the unknown parameters consist of both
parameters of interest (e.g. DOAs) and nuisance parameters (e.g. noise variance
and complex signal amplitudes). As such, we are actually only interested in a
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relatively small submatrix of the inverse Fisher information matrix. An explicit
formulation of the relevant submatrix for array signal processing was rst provided
by Stoica and Nehorai [61] for the single-parameter case2 (e.g. azimuth only),
with an especially compact formula emerging for large L. It was based upon this
result that the single-source Cramer-Rao bound (used in Section 4.2 to model the
uncertainty hypersphere radius) was derived in terms of _s(p) [25]:
CRB1[p1] =
1
2(SNR L) _s2(p1) (4.5)
It is worth noting that the extension to the two-source Cramer-Rao bound (for








1 (p)  1N )
(for  = 0) (4.6)
where, to a rst order approximation, p = (p1 + p2) =2. For the sake of com-
pleteness (i.e. to include  6= 0), relevant approximations have been derived in












Evidently, only the real part of the complex correlation coe¢ cient a¤ects the
two-source CRB for closely-spaced sources.
4.3.2 Other Estimation Error Bounds
Despite its widespread use in the literature, it should be noted that the CRB
can be somewhat inadequate in providing a reliable, tight bound. This is for two
main reasons:
1. There exists some threshold (SNR L), below which the estimation accu-
racy deviates from its linear behaviour. The CRB fails to model this large
error region.
2. The "estimation error threshold" at which this occurs is not straightfor-
ward to predict, so it is di¢ cult to be certain as to exactly what range of
(SNR L) values the CRB provides a tight bound for.
2A simple extension to the multiple-parameter case (e.g. azimuth, elevation, range) was
presented by Yau and Bresler [62] (see also [63, p. 53])
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As a result, estimation error bounds are generally divided into two classes
that deal with each region separately: small-error bounds and large-error bounds
(where the CRB is an example of a small-error bound). Other small-error bounds
include the Bhattacharyya inequality, which is an extension of the Cramer-Rao
bound, using higher order derivatives of the likelihood function (see [53] and refer-
ences therein). The non-linear, high-error region is signicantly more complex to
model. Indeed, the original Barankin Lower Bound [64] has therefore seen a num-
ber of simplications, such as the Chapman and Robbins [65], Hammersley [66]
and Kiefer [67] approaches (and hybrids thereof). These bounds are discussed in
more detail in [68, pp. 71-72], [54, pp. 1106-1107] and references therein.
4.4 Small-Angle Approximations
The remainder of this chapter will be dedicated to the analysis of the detection
and resolution performance capabilities of practical direction-nding algorithms,
in the context of the parameter C. In order to do this, a number of useful ap-
proximations have been derived in Appendices 4A - 4D using the circular approx-
imation of the array manifold. To act as a convenient reference, the main results
are collected and summarised in this section (but the results of Appendix 4D are
not repeated here due to their small number, specic nature and dependence on
the assumption 1  2).
In order to clarify the need for these approximations, we note that although
a large amount of research has been carried out into practical performance bounds
(particularly resolution performance) the existing literature would seem to be
lacking in the following three main areas:
1. By not using the tools of di¤erential geometry, previous authors have had
to resort to rather obscure and confusing angular separation measures (e.g.
the quantity  used in [69]).
2. The chosen resolution criterion underlying the analysis (see Section 4.6.1) is
presumed to accurately reect true resolution performance. The inuence
of the criterion itself would not seem to have been studied.
3. The e¤ects of signal correlation have not been investigated.
The importance of the small-angle approximations therefore lies in the need
to address these three points. Specically, point "1" above is solved by using
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the circular approximation of the manifold to evaluate a number of vector inner
products. Then, given all the necessary approximations derived under the same
framework, di¤erent resolution criteria (point "2") can be compared easily (see
Section 4.6.1). Finally, the main issue standing in the way of studying the e¤ects
of signal correlation (point "3") would appear to be the lack of compact general
approximations for signal eigenvalues. These are provided in Section 4.4.2.
4.4.1 Inner Product Approximations
This chapter is restricted to the study of a closely-spaced two-source signal en-
vironment (M = 2) and all approximations presented here are based on this
scenario. In particular, quantities concerned with the two source directions are
denoted by the subscripts 1 and 2, while quantities at their midpoint are
denoted using m. Therefore, the signal subspace, LfSg, is the linear subspace
spanned by the columns of S, where:
S , [S1; S2] (4.8)
It should be noted that all approximations expressed in Tables 4.1 and 4.2
in terms of u1(s) may be readily rewritten in terms of _S(p) by recalling (from




. Another point worth noting is the
presumed (approximate) equivalence between the following two quantities:
s , s(p1) + s(p2)
2
(4.9)






(i.e. the arc length midpoint and the arc length associated with the bearing
midpoint, respectively). To a rst order approximation, s and sm are equal and
they are assumed to be freely interchangeable in this chapter.
Furthermore, any of the results in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 may be reused in the fu-
ture analysis of two-source scenarios. In such cases, Appendices 4A - 4D should be
consulted directly in order to achieve the appropriate degree of precision. In sum-
mary, the two most important approximations used were (from Equation 3.67)
kSk  s and, more generally, p1  a = 1  a
2
+O (a2)  1  a
2
for jaj  1.
The diagrams and proofs presented in the appendices also provide a basis for
deriving a large number of future results. For example, although not required in
this thesis, it is straightforward to show from the discussion in Appendix 4B.1
that uH1 (s1)u1(s2)  1  12s2^21(sm).




uH1 (s1)u1(sm)  1 
1
8
s2^21(sm)  uH1 (s2)u1(sm)







SH1 S2  N   12s2  SH2 S1
SH1














s2   ^ 11 (sm)  SH2 u2(sm)
SH1 Sm  N  
1
8
s2  SH2 Sm
Table 4.1: Summary of basic inner product approximations (derived in Ap-
pendix 4B using the circular approximation of the array manifold) related to













 uH1 (s2)P?S u1(s2)












































mPS _Sm  _s2(pm) 
Table 4.2: Summary of inner product approximations (derived in Appendix 4B
using the circular approximation of the array manifold) related to projections
onto the signal subspace, LfSg.
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4.4.2 Eigenvalue Approximations
One issue that appears to have stood in the way of analysing the e¤ects of signal
correlation on performance bounds in array processing is the lack of compact
general approximations for signal eigenvalues. Even taking the asymptotic case
as L ! 1 and using the assumption that sources are closely-spaced (i.e. s is
small), 1 and 2 are still di¢ cult to characterise concisely. However, it will be
shown now that this is predominantly due to the di¤erent behaviour exhibited
by the signal eigenvalues (and eigenvectors) under extremely strong negative cor-
relation (i.e.    1). Therefore, at the expense of excluding this small region
of complex correlation coe¢ cients from our analysis, compact eigenvalue approx-
imations will be obtained for use in this chapter.
It was shown by J.E. Hudson in [70] that the exact signal eigenvalues in the
two-source scenario are given by:










vuut1  4P1P2  1  jj2  1  jj2






with  dened as:
 , 1
N




where Equation 4.73 has been used to provide a small-angle approximation in
terms of s. With this in mind, it is shown in Appendix 4A that by separately
studying the cases 1  2 and 1  2, good small-angle approximations for 1
and 2 are given by:
sig1  N














which are (approximately) valid for almost all parameter values, excluding ex-
treme cases where P1  P2 and Re fg <  1 + s22N (i.e. equipower sources with
excessively strong real negative correlation). As described in Appendix 4A, such
cases are invalid because P1 = P2 with    1 + s22N corresponds (approxi-
mately) to 1 = 2. Therefore, if Re fg is decreased any further towards  1,
the eigenvectors with which 1 and 2 are respectively associated are suddenly
interchanged (since the numerical order 1  2 must be preserved). This e¤ect
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is di¢ cult to characterise and accounts largely for the additional complexity of
Equation 4.11, compared to Equations 4.13 - 4.14.
In order to demonstrate the validity of the proposed eigenvalue approxima-
tions for almost all parameter values, approximation errors are shown in Figure 4.2
for an example array conguration as a function of .
Figure 4.2: Eigenvalue approximation error due to using Equations 4.13 - 4.14.
Although extremely large errors exist, these are conned to a narrow region near
   1. Example array conguration used: 5-element uniform L-shaped array,
with 1 = 40, 2 = 43 and P1 = P2.
4.5 Practical Detection Performance Analysis
Numerous practical detection algorithms may be found in the literature. Im-
portant early results were the statistical hypothesis tests based on the work of
Bartlett [71] and developed by Lawley [72] and Anderson [73], which were ap-
plied to the source detection problem by Simkins [74]. However, these early
approaches relied upon subjectively-assigned condence levels (thresholds) for
testing the likelihood ratio statistic of each hypothesis. This issue was addressed
by Akaike [75] and Rissanen [76], who derived di¤erent objective penalty func-
tions (related to the number of available degrees of freedom) in order to arrive
at their well-known AIC (Akaikes Information Criterion) and MDL (Minimum
Description Length) algorithms, respectively. These techniques were re-posed
as source detection algorithms by Wax and Kailath [77] and have become well
established as the most popular methods for this purpose.
A detailed discussion of the detection problem is beyond the scope of this
thesis and may be found instead in [78] and [54, pp. 827-845]. However, the point
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we wish to highlight here is that the important class of algorithms mentioned
above base their estimation of the number of sources chiey on the eigenvalues
of the received signals sample covariance matrix (while also using knowledge of
the number of free parameters and L). Therefore, it would seem likely that the
statistical performance of this type of algorithm may be closely tied to the sta-
tistical behaviour of the eigenvalues. Indeed, a simple eigenvalue-based detection
threshold criterion will now be derived which is shown to provide signicant new
insight into the behaviour of the MDL and AIC algorithms. (It should be noted
that many other approaches to the source detection problem may be found in the
literature which, for example, also utilise eigenvectors [79, 80]).
4.5.1 Eigenvalue-based Detection Performance Analysis





to be non-singular (i.e. signals are not coherent), the de-
tection problem for M < N sources may be solved trivially using the eigenvalues
of Rxx. That is, the number of sources is readily identied as the number of eigen-
values with magnitude greater than 2n. However, in any practical scenario, nite
sampling e¤ects exist, introducing uncertainty into the detection process. In Sec-
tion 4.2, these uncertainties were characterised very generally using uncertainty
hyperspheres. However, in order to gain more specic insight into the statistical
performance of eigenvalue-based detection algorithms, a simple eigenvalue-based
detection criterion will now be proposed.
To begin, the second largest (normalised) eigenvalue of the sample covariance
matrix, R^xx, may be expressed as a sum of the true (theoretical) eigenvalue, 2,






n + ^2 (4.15)
where sig2 has been normalised for compatibility with results found in the lit-
erature that assume unit-norm array manifold vectors. The rst- and second-
order statistics of sample eigenvalues have been studied in detail (see, for exam-
ple, [81, p.343], [82, Appendix A] and [83]) and it has been shown that:















where ij is the Kronecker delta and approximations are valid for su¢ ciently large
number of snapshots, L.
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It is important to now consider how a meaningful detection threshold may be
dened, based on these second order statistics. In particular, below this threshold,
^2 will tend to be so similar to 2n that it is impossible to determine whether the
measured di¤erence, ^2   2n, is due to the presence of a signal (i.e. sig2 > 0) or
simply random noise e¤ects (i.e. sig2 = 0 and ^2 > 0). Conversely, above this
threshold, 1
N
sig2 will tend to be su¢ ciently large to dominate ^2. Therefore,
we may reasonably assert that an important consideration in detection will be




















where it has been assumed that
p
L 1. Substituting the approximation of sig2
from Equation 4.14 then allows the source separation to be dened at which ^2


















Then, we may assert that, for practical eigenvalue-based detection algorithms,
the detection threshold will be strongly inuenced by the behaviour shown in
Equation 4.20. Therefore, introducing a factor, D, to describe the way in which
the SNR must be scaled to reach the detection threshold for a particular algo-




















Therefore, a large value of D would indicate a good algorithm, while a weaker
algorithm would exhibit a smaller D. Clearly, D therefore provides an indication
of algorithm quality and its relationship to the fundamental performance metric,
C, should be claried. Therefore, Equation 4.21 will now be compared with the
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Although Equations 4.21 and 4.22 show certain similarities, they di¤er due to
the di¤erent perspectives o¤ered by their respective performance metrics, C and
D. Specically, C is intended to provide insight into how close an algorithm is to
being ideal. Meanwhile, D provides no direct relation to the ideal, but is simply
intended to give highly compact performance metrics for comparing eigenvalue-
based detection algorithms. The usefulness of D will be claried when the MDL
and AIC algorithms are studied in Section 4.5.2.
4.5.2 Detection Thresholds of MDL and AIC
As mentioned above, the MDL and AIC algorithms provide detection results
based only on sample eigenvalues, the number of data snapshots and the number
of free parameters. In deriving Equation 4.21, only ^2 and L were considered
and so it may be conjectured that DMDL and DAIC will vary as a function of
the number of available free parameters. In fact, since we assume the number of
sources to remain xed (M = 2) and jj < 1, the number of free parameters varies
only as a function of N (see [77, Eq.15]). In other words, we may conjecture that
DMDL(N) and DAIC(N) will each vary only as a function of N .
If this assertion were true, then it would be a powerful result. At the very
least, it would mean that one (empirically-obtained) estimate of D(N0) would
fully characterise the algorithms detection performance, irrespective of changes
to any other parameters (with N = N0). Indeed, this assertion will now be
supported using computer simulation results.
Initial estimates of D (for MDL and AIC) have been obtained by empirically
estimating the detection threshold separation (for midpoints across 0  m  180)
using 500 independent simulation trials. The initial test conguration comprised
a 5-element uniform L-shaped array, with SNR1 = SNR2 = 20dB, L = 200 and
 = 0. Taking the mean across all computed values of m yields:
DMDL(5)  0:6435 (4.23)
DAIC(5)  1:4225 (4.24)
Using only these two numbers, the detection performance is predicted for a
broad variety of parameters (SNRs, L, , array geometry), but with N = 5 xed.
Example results are shown in Figures 4.3 and 4.4. Unless otherwise stated, all
parameters remain equal to the initial test conguration.
In Figure 4.5, D is estimated as a function of N (for 3  N  25) for L-shaped
arrays, conrming that both DMDL and DAIC vary with N . The shapes of these
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lines will not be analysed further here  this will be left as a topic for future
research.
Figure 4.3: Predicted and measured detection performance of the MDL and AIC
algorithms for correlated sources with equal/unequal powers (500 independent
trials).
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Figure 4.4: Predicted and measured detection performance of the MDL and AIC
algorithms for correlated sources with equal/unequal powers and di¤erent num-
bers of snapshots (500 independent trials).
Figure 4.5: Both DAIC and DMDL vary as a function of N (but are relatively
insensitive to changes in SNR, L,  or array geometry).
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It is worth noting that expressions for CMDL and CAIC may be obtained by
simply equating Equations 4.21 and 4.22. For simplicity, let us consider the










It may be observed, therefore, that eigenvalue-based detection algorithms such as
MDL and AIC make ine¢ cient use of snapshots, L, compared to the theoretically
idealalgorithm described in Section 4.2. Of course, it may or may not actually
be possible to improve this  there is no guarantee that a theoretically ideal
algorithm can be realised in practice.
The second fraction on the right hand side of Equation 4.25 describes the
e¤ects of correlation. It is interesting to note that when jj = 1 (i.e. sources are
coherent), sig2 vanishes and, correspondingly, C falls to zero. The nal term in
Equation 4.25 describes the unknown e¤ect of varying N (see Figure 4.5). This
has not been investigated and will be left as a topic for future research.
4.5.2.1 A Note on DecorrelationTechniques
It is interesting to briey note that the above analysis may be adapted to cope
with so-called decorrelation techniques, such as Spatial Smoothing [84] and
Forward/Backward Averaging [85]. Here, we will consider the Forward/Backward
Averaging technique, which may be applied to array geometries which are centro-
symmetric about the origin (i.e. AS = S for some permutation matrix, A).
Due to this property, in addition to the received snapshot matrix, X, an extra
L received signal snapshots can be synthesised, complex conjugated, appended
to X:
XFB = [X; (AX)] (4.26)
and processed according to the same response model. In addition to providing a
total of LFB = 2L snapshots, it is straightforward to show that this procedure
also acts to eliminate the imaginary component of the correlation coe¢ cient, :
FB = Re fg (4.27)
Although snapshots have been increased and correlation decreased, the specic
structure of XFB in Equation 4.26 leads to a restriction on the total degrees of
freedom. This is important for the MDL and AIC algorithms, which must be
reformulated accordingly (and this has been done in [86]).
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Therefore, new estimates of D have been computed for the Forward-Backward
Averaged MDL and AIC algorithms. This was done using exactly the same
initial test conguration as before, except the invalid (i.e. not centro-symmetric)
L-shaped array has been replaced with a uniform X-shaped array. Furthermore,
in computing D, we set LFB = 2L and FB = Re fg, yielding:
DFB MDL(5)  0:6198 (4.28)
DFB AIC(5)  1:2794 (4.29)
Note that these values are slightly lower than DMDL and DAIC in Equa-
tions 4.23 and 4.24 due to the abovementioned restricted degrees of freedom.
However, since they are smaller by a factor of less than
p
2, the doubling of L
will dominate this e¤ect, meaning Forward-Backward Averaging should always
o¤er improved performance (even when  = 0). This point is demonstrated in
Figure 4.6, where FB-AIC is correctly predicted to outperform standard AIC
(while also completely eliminating Im () as expected). Unless otherwise stated,
all parameters remain equal to the initial test conguration.
Figure 4.7 shows a similarly accurate prediction for the MDL algorithm, but
with di¤erent values used for , L and P2.
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Figure 4.6: AIC algorithm detection performance for a 5-element X-shaped array.
Even for the coherent case where  = j, AIC with Forward-Backward Averag-
ing outperforms standard AIC with uncorrelated sources. This improvement is
correctly characterised by D.
Figure 4.7: MDL algorithm detection performance for a 5-element X-shaped ar-
ray. Test parameters:  = 0:7   0:7j (such that jj  0:99), L = 100, P1 = 1,
P2 = 3 and 2n = 0:01. Superior performance of AIC with Forward-Backward
Averaging is correctly characterised by D.
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4.6 Practical Resolution Performance Analysis
The way in which resolution performance is investigated in this section will be
somewhat di¤erent from the study of detection performance in the previous sec-
tion. Instead of trying to identify underlying factors that inuence algorithm
performance (such as eigenvalues in the previous section), this section will seek
to characterise the parameter estimation algorithm more directly. In particular,
we nd in the literature that three resolution criteria have been proposed (and
widely used) for this purpose. Their common goal is to attempt to distinguish
between resolvedand not resolved, based only on basic properties of the pa-
rameter estimation spectrum in the vicinity of the true (closely-spaced) target
bearings. The inuence of these criteria (e.g. possible inaccuracies) would not
seem to have been investigated in the literature, so they will now be introduced
in detail.
4.6.1 Resolution Performance Analysis Methodology
The most common way to estimate directions of arrival in array processing is
to use some form of parameter estimation spectrum [87]. This spectrum is con-
structed by evaluating some cost function, (p), (based on the received signal
data) across the whole parameter space. Assuming the cost function is well de-
signed (and the received signal is not too badly corrupted by noise and interfer-
ence), theM deepest minima (nulls) in the spectrum should then provide accurate
parameter estimates. However, due to sources of uncertainty in the system (e.g.
nite sampling e¤ects and/or an imperfect algorithm see Section 4.2), the ex-
istence of M nulls in the spectrum is not guaranteed. In general, if two sources
are su¢ ciently widely spaced, then two corresponding nulls will exist with high
probability, thus providing two (albeit possibly inaccurate) parameter estimates.
However, as the sources move closer together, a point will be reached when the
two nulls tend to coalesce into one (thus yielding only one meaningful parameter
estimate for the two sources). This point is referred to as the resolution threshold.
Describing the onset of resolution threshold analytically is a di¢ cult task.
In theory, there are an innite number of points in the parameter estimation
spectrum and the precise locations of the nulls cannot be known in advance (due
to random noise e¤ects). In an attempt to simplify this problem, the following
three criteria have been proposed in the literature (see, for example, [82], [88]
and [89], respectively):
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 Criterion R1: (p1) < (pm)
Resolution is successful if the spectral value at the midpoint, pm , (p1 + p2) =2,
is higher than the value at the weaker sources bearing (where P1  P2).
 Criterion R2: 1
2
((p1) + (p2)) < (pm)
Resolution is successful if the spectral value at the midpoint, pm, is higher
than the straight line connecting the spectral values in the two source direc-
tions.
 Criterion R3: (pm) < 0
Resolution is successful if the spectrum is concave down at pm.
The intended interpretation of these criteria can be seen in Figure 4.8. How-
ever, since these criteria only consider at most three points (p1, p2 and pm) in the
spectrum, it is not surprising that they are not infallible. Figure 4.9 shows a sim-
ple example for which all criteria fail to correctly distinguish between resolved
and not resolved.
Figure 4.8: Two null spectra showing intuitive characteristics. When resolution is
successful, distinct spectral nulls are observed at true source bearings. Resolution
criteria R1 - R3 all correctly distinguish between resolution success/failure.
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Figure 4.9: Two null spectra demonstrating aws of resolution criteria R1 - R3.
One spectrum shows resolution success and the other shows failure. However,
their (local) properties at p1, pm and p2 are identical. Thus, resolution criteria
R1 - R3 all fail to distinguish between resolution success/failure.
4.6.2 The MUSIC Algorithm: Statistical Resolution Per-
formance Analysis
The MUSIC (MUltiple SIgnal Classication) algorithm was invented by
Schmidt [50, 90] and, independently, by Bienvenu and Kopp [91, 92]. It is a
superresolution DF algorithm that built upon Pisarenkos early subspace-based
method [93]. The basic concept underlying the MUSIC algorithm is to locate
the intersections between the array manifold and the so-called signal subspace,
LfSg. This is achieved by projecting manifold vectors (across the whole parame-
ter space) onto the noise subspace, L? fSg, and identifying the parameter values
for which the norm (squared) of the resulting vector vanishes. Specically, the
famous MUSIC null spectrum is given by:
music(p) = S(p)
HEnEHn S(p)
= N   SH(p)EsEHs S(p) (4.30)
where the columns of E , [Es;En] 2 CNN are the eigenvectors of Rxx, with En
denoting those that span the noise subspace (i.e. associated with the (N  M)
smallest eigenvalues). As such, it is assumed that M is known a priori and then
the DOAs are given by the M minima of music(p).
In practice, Rxx is not known exactly and may be estimated using the sample





that do not partition the signal and noise subspaces perfectly
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and so the resulting sample spectrum, ^music(p), is subject to errors. The im-
pact of these nite sampling e¤ects on the resolution performance of the MUSIC
algorithm will now be investigated under resolution criteria R1 - R3.
The rst major breakthrough in the analytical study of the statistical resolu-
tion performance of the MUSIC algorithm was made by Kaveh and Barabell [82].
Their analysis (based on resolution criterion R1) was restricted to only uniform
linear arrays and equipower, uncorrelated signal sources. Nonetheless, their paper
was somewhat groundbreaking and minor errors were rst identied in [94], before
Tichavsky noted in [95] that a careful reformulation of [82, Eqs. B.1 - B.2] yields a
more accurate main result. Forster and Villier later derived a similar result, based
instead on resolution criterion R3 [96] (similar also to [89]). Finally, Lee andWen-
grovitz extended Kaveh and Barabells work to include general (non-linear) array
geometries and unequal source powers (as well as beamspace techniques) [69].
Given the approximations derived in Appendices 4A-4D, it is now relatively
straightforward to investigate MUSIC under all resolution criteria R1 - R3 (even
for correlated sources with unequal powers). In order to do this, Kaveh and
Barabells analysis of the rst- and second-order statistics of the MUSIC sample
null spectrum, ^music(p), will be used [82]. More specically, they showed that
for reasonable array parameters, the spectral bias in the neighbourhood of pm is
substantially larger than its standard deviation. As such, although a direct theo-
retical analysis of ^music(p) is extremely di¢ cult at best, its typical behaviour
may be inferred from that of E^music(p)	, where:
E^music(p)	 = N   SH(p)EE^sE^Hs 	S(p) (4.31)
In the two-source case, a rearrangement of [82, Eq. 20] allows EE^sE^Hs 	 to be
written3 as:









EnEHn   (N   2)eieHi

(4.32)
Therefore, Equation 4.31 becomes:









(N   2) SH(p)ei2   music(p)
(4.33)
3Note that [82, Eq. 20] was derived using normalised (unit-norm) manifold vectors. There-
fore, in Equation 4.32, signal eigenvalues have been rescaled according to the conventions used
in this thesis (i.e. kS(p)k = pN).
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In order to obtain tractable approximations for E^music(p)	 in the vicinity of
pm, it will now be assumed that 1  2. In particular, this assumption will allowSH(p)ei2 to be approximated compactly (see Appendix 4D). This assumption
means that strong negative correlations (i.e.    1) must be excluded from
our analysis (and this is a more restrictive assumption than the one used when
deriving eigenvalue approximations in Section 4.4.2). Nonetheless, using px to























which allows E^(px)	 to be written compactly as:













Equation 4.34 provides the basis for analysing the statistical resolution perfor-
mance of the MUSIC algorithm under resolution criteria R1 - R3. These results
















have been dened to fully char-
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and which have been normalised so that, in the equipower, uncorrelated case,
 i = 1. Also note that, in the equipower case:
 1 f1; g =  2 f1; g = (1 + Re ()) 
1  jj2 (4.40)
It is worth noting that setting  = 0 in Equation 4.35 may be shown to yield
exactly the same main result as [69] (since it can be shown that their  1p
N
s).
By additionally restricting analysis to uniform linear arrays and equipower sources,
the results in Section 3.6 may be used to also show that the nal results in [82]
and [96] align exactly with Equations 4.35 and 4.37, respectively.
Equations 4.35 - 4.37 have been studied using many thousands of independent
simulation trials. In the case of equipower, uncorrelated sources (i.e. P1 = P2 with
 = 0), all criteria o¤er similar approximations. In Figure 4.10, criterion R3 is
shown to accurately characterise the resolution performance of MUSIC (where an
empirically observed constant o¤set of  1:5 has been accounted for by replacing
the coe¢ cient 8in Equation 4.37 with 12).
However, the resolution criteria are found to be signicantly less accurate
for P1 6= P2 and/or  6= 0. The unequal powers case seems to be particularly




























Therefore, criteria R2 and R3 predict that increasing P2 will generally act to
improve resolution performance, while criterion R1 predicts the opposite. In
fact, either seems possible increasing P2 means the SNR of the second source is
improved, but at the same time this will tend to deepen one spectral null (and, to
some degree, the spectral midpoint), making the two nulls more likely to coalesce
(see Figure 4.9). Indeed, simulation results reveal that both e¤ects can occur
in practice. Therefore, none of the resolution criteria R1 - R3 would seem to
adequately characterise scenarios where P1 6= P2.
In the equipower case, it is clear from Equation 4.40 that all three resolution
criteria predict approximately the same e¤ects due to correlation. It is found
that these predictions are moderately accurate for a wide range of parameters
(but become particularly inaccurate for strong negative correlations). Figure 4.11
shows some example results for di¤erent values of .
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Figure 4.10: For equipower uncorrelated signals, criterion R3 characterises the
resolution performance of the MUSIC algorithm accurately. Test conguration:
L-shaped arrays (for di¤erent N), SNR1 = SNR2 = 20dB, L = 200,  = 0.
Figure 4.11: Resolution performance of MUSIC for di¤erent values of . The
approximations of the resolution criteria (Equations 4.35 - 4.37) are generally
acceptably accurate, but the criteria themselves may not characterise true res-
olution threshold so accurately. Test conguration: 15-element L-shaped array
with SNR1 = SNR2 = 20dB and L = 200.
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As a result of the above discussion, we may now write an approximate expres-
sion for the gure of merit, Cmusic (at least in the equipower case). Assuming
the abovementioned o¤set (by a factor of  1:5) between criterion R3 and true
resolution to remain (approximately) xed for all parameters, substitution of
Equation 4.37 into Equation 4.4 (with P1 = P2) leads to:
Cmusic  (1  jj
2)







NL(^21   1N )s2
2(N   2)
# (4.43)
Two of the dominating factors in Cmusic are the terms
(1 jj2)
(1+Refg) and (N  2). The
rst term tells us that correlation may severely degrade resolution performance
and so measures should be made, where possible, to mitigate these e¤ects. The
second term, (N   2), can be seen to originate from the dimension of the noise
subspace in Equation 4.32. It is interesting to note, therefore, that beamspace
techniques (which act to reduce the e¤ective dimension of the noise subspace) may
help regarding this term. Indeed, it has been shown in [69] that the optimium
beamspace processor acts to reduce this term to unity.
Therefore, for uncorrelated sources, the MUSIC algorithmwith optimal beamspace
preprocessing (assuming such a preprocessor can be obtained) can be seen to ex-
hibit near-ideal resolution performance (for su¢ ciently small L).
4.6.3 Capons MVDR Algorithm: Asymptotic Resolution
Performance Analysis
Many optimal beamformers may be found in the literature [54]. For exam-
ple, Bartletts conventional (delay-and-sum) beamformer (see [54, p.31]) simply
uses the manifold vector as the weight vector (i.e. wDAS (p0) = S (p0)), which
acts to maximise expected output power from the look direction, p0, in a data-
independent sense. However, signicant improvement in DF performance is of-
fered by beamformers that utilise the received array data (adaptive beamform-
ers). An important representative example is Capons Minimum Variance Distor-
tionless Response (MVDR) beamformer [97] (occasionally referred to as Capons
Maximum Likelihood Method4), which minimises array output power (variance)
subject to the linear constraint that the signal arriving from the direction of
4For historical reasons, the Capon Beamformer is sometimes termed maximum likelihood,
but it generally does not provide a maximum likelihood estimate in a DF context.
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interest is undistorted:
wMVDR (p0) , min
w
wHRxxw
subject to wHS (p0) = 1 (4.44)
The well known-solution to this minimisation [63] may be found using the method





Therefore, steering this beamformer across the parameter space of p yields a null





= SH (p)R 1xxS (p) (4.46)
which will be the subject of analysis in this section.
Unlike the subspace-based algorithms discussed previously, the MVDRmethod
is not superresolution (i.e. given perfect knowledge of Rxx, the resolution of two
arbitrarily closely spaced sources is not guaranteed). Furthermore, the MVDR
estimates are known to be biased, even in the asymptotic case as L!1 (see [98]
for a detailed bias and variance analysis). While these properties are undesirable
from a performance perspective, they actually o¤er some benet with respect to
the ease of analysis. Specically, it means that analysing resolution performance
in the asymptotic case will yield non-trivial results (i.e. limL!1sres 6= 0). This
is convenient, since it allows Rxx to be used directly (c.f. Section 4.6.2, wherein
a statistical characterisation of R^xx had to be developed as a function of L).
The asymptotic MVDR spectrum in the two-source case has been investigated
by Serebryakov and Savinov in [99, 100]. Their analysis is restricted to uniform
linear arrays and equipower sources. Furthermore, their approximate resolution
expression (derived using criterion R1) is only valid for large values of N . In
this section, a general formulation of the two-source spectrum will be developed.
Thus, resolution performance will investigated under resolution criteria R1 - R3
(using approximations derived from the circular approximation of the array man-
ifold). In this way, it is intended that the e¤ects of the resolution criteria may be
compared and contrasted to the results obtained when MUSIC was analysed in
Section 4.6.2.
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The main step in investigating Equation 4.46 is therefore to evaluate R 1xx in











Then, the matrix inversion lemma [101, p.82]:
(A+BCD) 1 = A 1   A 1B(C 1 +DA 1B) 1DA 1 (4.48)
may be applied (note that, neglecting notational conventions momentarily,









































































Substitution of Equation 4.50 into Equation 4.46 therefore yields a convenient
(non-matrix) characterisation of the MVDR spectrum in the two-source case.
Using this result, the asymptotic resolution performance of the MVDR algorithm
is investigated in Appendix 4F under resolution criteria R1 - R3, yielding the
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Despite the fact that Equations 4.55 - 4.57 describe a completely di¤erent
algorithm to the previous section (and under asymptotic conditions, following a
totally di¤erent method of analysis), some remarkable similarities may be ob-




s4 was not only seen in
the analysis of MUSIC, but also in the fundamental resolution analysis of Equa-













an important role not only in relation to MUSIC and MVDR, but also detection
performance in Equation 4.21. Of course, the most important di¤erence here is
the absence of L in Equations 4.55 - 4.57 (due to the assumption in this section
that, e¤ectively, L!1).
A large number of numerical results have been collected in order to:
1. Investigate how well Equations 4.55 - 4.57 approximate resolution crite-
ria R1 - R3.
2. Investigate how well resolution criteria R1 - R3 characterise true resolution
performance.
Before specic examples are provided, the following general observations are
made, based on the test congurations used:
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 Equations 4.55 - 4.57 provide acceptable approximations to the resolution
criteria for a wide variety of parameters. Accuracy tends to be worse for very
strong negative correlations. However, in all cases, a constant o¤set by a
factor of approximately 15=16 was observed. Therefore, in Equations 4.55 -
4.57, 32is replaced with 30(and 16with 15).
 For equal source powers: resolution criterion R3 characterises resolution
performance accurately. Criterion R1 yields identical results to criterion R2
and these too are reasonably accurate (if scaled by the factor of 2 suggested
by the di¤erence between their approximations in Equations 4.55 - 4.56 and
R3 in Equatio 4.57).
 For unequal source powers: criteria R2 and R3 are extremely inaccurate.
Criterion R1 at least shows the correct general trend (i.e. with P1 xed,
increasing P2 acts to decrease resolution performance). Ignoring a constant
o¤set, R1 provided reasonable accuracy for P2  2.
Some specic example results highlighting these points are presented in Fig-
ures 4.12 - -4.13.
Figure 4.12: For equipower sources (P1 = P2), resolution criterion R3 provides
accurate characterisation of the MVDR algorithm. Test conguration: 15-element
L-shaped array, SNR1 = SNR2 = 20dB.
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Figure 4.13: With correct normalisation, criterion R1 shows the correct trend of
decreasing resolution performance for increasing P2 (albeit inaccurately). Criteria
R2 and R3 completely fail in this respect. Test conguration: 15-element L-
shaped array with P1 = 1, 2n = 0:01 and  = 0.
Unfortunately, the result of the above discussion is that (as with the MUSIC
algorithm in Section 4.6.2), none of resolution criteria R1 - R3 is able to com-
prehensively characterise the asymptotic resolution performance of the MVDR
algorithm. However, the resolution analysis presented in this chapter has the
advantage of being relatively compact. It is evident that resolution is an intrin-
sically more complicated process than detection and so it is possible that more
accurate formulations would have to be highly complex.
Appendices
Appendices 4A Eigenvalue Approximations
Substituting Equation 4.12 into Equation 4.11 leads the second term inside the
square root of Equation 4.11 to become:
4P1P2
 
1  jj2  1  jj2
















This term takes values between 0 and 1. It is important to now study its behaviour
close to each of these extremes.
4A.1 Case 1: sig1  sig2

























where it has been noted that
p
1  a = 1   a
2
+ O (a2) for jaj < 1. Writing out
the two eigenvalues explicitly and (for sig1 only) assuming that s


















which become progressively less accurate as sig1   sig2 shrinks.
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4A.2 Case 2: sig1  sig2































Since the left hand side of this expression is very small, loosely speaking, the
right hand side demands P1  P2 and Re ()   1. Therefore, (since jj  1) it
follows that   Re fg may be approximated as being purely real. So, setting
P1 = P2 and  = Re fg leads Equation 4.11 to become:
sig1;2 = NP [(1 + ) (+ )] + 2n (4.65)




Therefore, it follows that, for Re () >  1 + s2
2N
:
sig1  2NP (1 + ) (4.66)




In explicitly assigning sig1 and 
sig
2 like this, it is important to note that we are
forced to ignore any scenarios where (approximately) Re () <  1 + s2
2N
. This is
because these extreme cases would require the expressions for sig1 and 
sig
2 to be
interchanged (since it must always hold that sig1  sig2 ). However, for all other
cases, Equations 4.66 - 4.67 can be unied with Equations 4.62 - 4.63 by simply
taking the small-angle case (i.e. s! 0):
sig1  N














since, with P1 = P2 and  = Re fg, these expressions are equal to Equations 4.66
and 4.67.
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Appendices 4B Inner Product Approximations
I (Manifold Vectors & Deriva-
tives)
4B.1 Previously Derived Approximations
For the sake of completeness, in this subsection, several approximations are re-
peated from [25, p. 212]. A number above an equals sign denotes the appropriate
equation number in [25]:











s at the centre of curvature of the circular approximation (as







where, by symmetry, it is straightforward to conrm that:
uH1 (s2)S1   uH1 (s1)S2 (4.72)
Finally:
SH1 S2
(8:105) N   1
2
kSk2
= N cos 1 (4.73)
where 1 has been dened as the angle between S1 and S2, such that:








In the following, we are interested in inner products involving the rst and second
derivatives:
_S(p) = _s(p)S 0(s) (4.75)
S(p) = _s2(p)S 00(s) + s(p)S 0(s)
= _s2u01 + su1 (4.76)
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and ^1(s) = kv2(s)k are elements of C(s). This





it follows from Equation 3.26 that:
SH(s)u2(s) =  ^ 11 (s) (4.80)
























where SH1 u1(sm) and S
H
1 u2(sm) have been substituted using the approximations
derived in the subsections below (see Equations 4.89 and 4.96). Therefore, noting
that for smooth curves, js(pm)sj  _s(pm) j _s(p1)  _s(p2)j  _s(pm):
SH1
Sm    _s2(p)
























and ^1 = kv2k are elements of C(s). Then, since it is implicit in








  1 (see Equa-
tion 3.61):
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Figure 4.14: Evaluating the angle between u1(s) and S2 using the circular ap-
proximation of the array manifold.
4B.3 Evaluating SH1 u1(s) and S
H
2 u1(s)
The inner products SH1 u1(s) and S
H
2 u1(s) can be evaluated using Figure 4.14.In
particular, it can be seen that u1(s) is orthogonal to (S1 + S2), so:































By symmetry, it is straightforward to see that SH1 u1(s)   SH2 u1(s):
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4B.4 Evaluating SH1 u2(s) and S
H
2 u2(s)
In Figure 4.15, the required angle between S1 and u2(s) is on the facing edge of a
tetrahedron (whose other three faces are coloured). However, in order to evaluate
this desired angle, it is necessary to rst solve all three other faces using basic
trigonometry.
Figure 4.15: Evaluating the angle between u2(s) and S1 by solving the geometry
of a tetrahedron.
The blue triangle may be considered rst. Since ku2(s)k = 1 and the radius
of the circular approximation R = ^ 11 , the cosine rule reveals:
A21 = 1 + ^
 2
1   2^ 11 cos 	 (4.91)
where cos 	 was given in Equation 4.70. Next, the green (right-angled) triangle
may be considered. Since kS1k =
p
N , Pythagorastheorem yields:
A22 = N   ^ 21 (4.92)






= 1 +N   2^ 11 cos 	 (4.93)
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may now be found. Specically, applying the cosine rule to the (colourless) facing
triangle of the tetrahedron yields:
A23 = 1 +N   2
p
N cos 2 (4.95)
Then, substituting for A23 in Equation 4.93 (and using cos 	 in Equation 4.70)
reveals:








where the negative square root must be taken (since, equivalently, this acts to
reverse the direction of u2(s) as required in Figure 4.15).
By symmetry, it is straightforward to conrm that SH2 u2(s)  SH1 u2(s):








4B.5 Evaluating SH1 Sm and S
H
2 Sm
Figure 4.16: Evaluating SH1 Sm using the circular approximation of the manifold.
With reference to Figure 4.16, basic trigonometry reveals:
A4 = ^
 1





+ ^ 21 (s)(1  cos 	)2 (4.99)
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Then, applying the cosine rule to the blue triangle lets us nd SH1 Sm = N cos 3:
kSk2
4
+ ^ 21 (s)(1  cos 	)2 = 2N   2N cos 3
) N cos 3 = N   ^ 21 (s)(1  cos 	) (4.100)











Retaining the lower order terms and substituting into Equation 4.100 then yields
the nal result:




where it has been recalled (from Equation 3.67) that kSk  s. By symmetry,
it follows that:




Appendices 4C Inner Product Approximations
II (Projections onto Signal Sub-
space)
A number of applications (e.g. the Cramer-Rao bound and the MUSIC algorithm)
involve projections of various vectors onto the signal subspace (i.e.
LfSg , Lf[S1; S2]g in the 2-source case). For these more complicated quan-
tities, a purely geometric approach may provide a direct solution or, in some
cases, an algebraic approach may be more convenient.
4C.1 Previously Derived Approximations
Using an algebraic approach, it was proved in [25, Eqs. 8.38-9] that:





By symmetry, it is straightforward to conrm that:
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4C.2 Evaluating uH1 (s2)P?S u1(s1)
In order to evaluate:
uH1 (s2)P?S u1(s1) = uH1 (s2) (IN   PS)u1(s1)
= uH1 (s2)u1(s1)  uH1 (s2)PSu1(s1) (4.106)






where ES is any orthonormal basis spanning the same subspace as S. Therefore,














Thus, Equation 4.106 becomes:








N2   SH1 S22 (4.109)





































+O(a2)  1  a
2
,
for su¢ ciently small a. Therefore, substituting this result back into Equation 4.106
leads (after some rearrangement) to:










which is noteworthy, since (from Equations 4.104 - 4.105) uH1 (s2)P?S u1(s1) 
 uH1 (s1)P?S u1(s1)   uH1 (s2)P?S u1(s2).
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4C.3 Evaluating music (s) = S
H
mP?S Sm
Here, an approximation of the MUSIC null spectrum will be derived for s (cor-
responding to the midpoint between two closely-spaced sources):
music (s) = S
H
mP?S Sm
= SHm (IN   PS)Sm
= N   SHmPSSm (4.112)
In order to proceed, it is useful to rst identify two relevant subspaces: L ([S1; S2])
and L ([Sm;PSSm]). These have been sketched in Figures 4.17 - 4.18, in the con-
text of the circular approximation of the manifold.With reference to Figure 4.18,
Figure 4.17: The signal subspace (grey) and the subspace spanned by [Sm;PSSm]
(blue) in relation to the circular approximation of the manifold.
Figure 4.18: The same scenario as Figure 4.17, but now viewed from parallel to
L ([S1; S2]) and orthogonal to L ([Sm;PSSm]).
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basic trigonometry reveals that SHmPSSm = kPSSmk2 = N cos2 4. Therefore:





The angle 4 may now be evaluated by considering the triangular region en-
closed by Sm, L ([S1; S2]) and L (u2(s)) (shown in Figure 4.19). Note that this
does not include the yellow shaded region in Figure 4.18 (so A6 6= kPSSmk).
Figure 4.19: The trianglar region enclosed by Sm, L ([S1; S2]) and L (u2(s)). Note
that cos 	 was evaluated in Equation 4.70.








Therefore, applying the cosine rule to Figure 4.19 leads to:




A second application of the cosine rule to Figure 4.19 therefore yields:
1
^21


















N   (1 cos2 	)
^21
 (4.116)










where it has been assumed that kSk2  4N . Finally, noting thatp
1  a = 1   a
2
+ O (a2) for jaj < 1, we may approximate cos 	 from Equa-
tion 4.70 as cos 	  1  1
8
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4C.4 Evaluating PSSm, S
H
mPSSm, PS _Sm and _S
H
mPS _Sm
For the sake of better reusability, it is useful now to explicitly approximate the
vector terms PSSm and PSu1 (s).























Noting that (1  a)  12 = 1 + a
2
+ O (a2) and  ^21   1N  kSk4  64N therefore
leads to:







Note that this result is not su¢ ciently accurate to compute music (s) = O
 kSk4
so precisely as in Equation 4.118. However, it may be used with Equations 4.84
and 4.85 to yield:
S
H








where it has been noted that ^21 kSk4  64N .
The vector PS _Sm is more straightforward to approximate, since Figure 4.14
reveals u1 (s) to be parallel to S, such that:
PS _Sm  _Sm (4.122)




 _Sm2 = _s2(p) (4.123)
Appendices 4D Inner Product Approximations
III (Eigenvectors)
The signalpart of the received signal covariance matrix may be written equiv-
alently as either a function of signal terms or via its eigendecomposition:
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Therefore, using Sx to denote S1, S2 or Sm, computing S
H
x RsigxxSx yields the
equality:
sig1
eH1 Sx2+sig2 eH2 Sx2 = P1 SH1 Sx2+2pP1P2 ReSHx S1SH2 Sx	+P2 SH2 Sx2
(4.125)
where the two unknown quantities are
eH1 Sx2 and eH2 Sx2. In order to be able
to solve for these terms, it is useful to note that the MUSIC spectrum takes the
form:
music(px) = N  
eH1 Sx2   eH2 Sx2 (4.126)
where we know that music(p1) = music(p2) = 0, while music(pm) was evaluated
in Equation 4.118.
Therefore, eliminating
eH1 Sx2 between Equations 4.125 and 4.126 leads to:eH2 Sx2 =
P1




Using this result, the rst approximation needed in this thesis is (assuming
sig1  sig2 ):eH2 S12   eH2 Sm2   3P2   P1 + 2pP1P2 Re fgs24  P1 + P2 + 2pP1P2 Re () (4.128)
which is obtained after a series of straightforward rearrangements following sub-
stitution of the appropriate approximations into Equation 4.127. Specically, in-
ner product approximations have been used from Appendix 4B (Equations 4.73,
4.102 and 4.103). Then, the approximation of 1 has been substituted from
Equation 4.13. By the same method, it may be shown that:
eH2 S22   eH2 Sm2   3P1   P2 + 2pP1P2 Re fgs24  P1 + P2 + 2pP1P2 Re () (4.129)
which (as we would expect) is equivalent to Equation 4.128 with P1 and P2
interchanged. Finally, twice di¤erentiating Equation 4.127 and applying a similar
series of approximations leads to:
@2
@p2
eH2 Sm2 = 2 Ren _SHme2eH2 _Sm + SHme2eH2 Smo
 2 _s2(s)





 2 _s2(s) (4.130)
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Appendices 4E Statistical Resolution Performance
of MUSIC
4E.1 MUSIC Resolution: Criterion R1
The threshold condition is:
E^(p1)	 = E^(pm)	 (4.131)













2 S1   SHme2eH2 Sm























where the approximation derived in Equation 4.128 has been used. Applying
the approximation of (pm) derived in Equation 4.118 and solving the resulting






























4(N   2)  3P2   P1 + 2pP1P2 Re fg
#
(4.133)
where only the positive solution is valid (since sig2 must always be positive).
Finally, using the approximation of sig2 from Equation 4.14 and rearranging in
terms of SNR1 , P12n then yields the nal threshold criterion:
SNR1 =
8(N   2)  3P2   P1 + 2pP1P2 Re fg
P2
 













4(N   2)  3P2   P1 + 2pP1P2 Re fg
#
(4.134)
4E.2 MUSIC Resolution: Criterion R2




E^(p1)	+ E^(p2)	 = E^(pm)	 (4.135)

















2 S2   2SHme2eH2 Sm

(4.136)
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By summing the approximations given in Equations 4.128 - 4.129 it follows that:
SH1 e2e
H








Substituting this result back into Equation 4.136 and (in a similar manner to


















Finally, using the approximation of 2 from Equation 4.14 and rearranging in
terms of SNR1 , P12n then yields the nal threshold criterion:
SNR1 =
8(N   2)  P1 + P2 + 2pP1P2 Re ()
LP2
 












4E.3 MUSIC Resolution: Criterion R3
The threshold condition is:
@2
@p2
E^(pm)	 = 0 (4.140)
Firstly, the second derivative of E^(p)	 in Equation 4.33 may be derived as:
@
@p
































_(p) =  SHEsEHs _S   _S
HEsEHs S (4.143)
(p) =  2 Re
n
_S




Therefore, the resolution condition according to Equation 4.140 becomes:
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Approximations for _S
H
mEsEHs _Sm and S
H
mEsEHs Sm were derived in Appendix 4C.4











2 Sm  _s2(s) (4.146)



















Since sig2 must be positive, we take the positive solution. Then, substituting our
small-angle approximation for sig2 (Equation 4.14) and rearranging yields:
SNR1 
4(N   2)  P1 + P2 + 2pP1P2 Re ()
P2
 












Appendices 4F Asymptotic Resolution Perfor-
mance of MVDR
In this appendix, the resolution performance of Capons MVDR algorithm will
be investigated using the three resolution criteria (R1,R2 and R3) discussed in
Section 4.6.1.
4F.1 MVDR Resolution: Criterion R1
According to resolution criterion R1, resolution threshold occurs when
MVDR (p1) = MVDR (pm):
SH1 R 1xxS1 = SHmR 1xxSm (4.149)













N2   2 SHmS12 + SH1 S22  2SH1 S2 NSH1 S2   SHmS12i
(4.150)
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where it has been noted from Appendix 4B that (for su¢ ciently small separations)
SHmS1  SHmS2, SH1 S2  SH2 S1 and SHmS1  SH1 Sm. Therefore, applying the
appropriate inner product approximations from Appendix 4B nally yields:
SNR1 
 






1  jj2 16s4  ^21   1N  (4.151)
4F.2 MVDR Resolution: Criterion R2
According to resolution criterion R2, resolution threshold occurs when




















N2   2 SHmS12 + SH1 S22  2SH1 S2 NSH1 S2   SHmS12i
(4.153)
where it has been noted from Appendix 4B that (for su¢ ciently small separations)
SHmS1  SHmS2, SH1 S2  SH2 S1 and SHmS1  SH1 Sm. Therefore, applying the
appropriate inner product approximations from Appendix 4B nally yields:
SNR1 
 






1  jj2 16s4  ^21   1N  (4.154)
4F.3 MVDR Resolution: Criterion R3
According to resolution criterion R3, resolution threshold occurs when
MVDR (pm) = 0:
2 Re

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Applying the appropriate inner product approximations from Appendix 4B, sub-
stituting back into Equation 4.155 and rearranging then nally yields:
SNR1 
 






1  jj2 8s4  ^21   1N  (4.158)
Chapter 5
Virtual SIMO Radar Modelling
in Arrayed MIMO Radar
5.1 Introduction
A key challenge in MIMO radar is to determine how the transmit array geometry
can be analysed and exploited e¤ectively. This is not trivial, since the transmit
and receive arrays are characterised by two separate entities (S(; ) and S(; ),
respectively). Therefore, it is not immediately obvious what level of performance
the radar operator can hope to achieve when these arrays are operated in a
collaborative, unied manner (or even how to achieve this in practice).
One way of analysing and/or exploiting the transmit array geometry is to 
in some sense virtuallytransfer the transmit antennas across to the receiver,
yielding a virtual SIMO array whose response is a function of both S(; ) and
S(; ). In practical terms, this corresponds to synthesising the output of a vir-
tual SIMO array using only the data snapshots received by the MIMO radar
(plus knowledge of any parameters known a priori). In fact, this type of prac-
ticalvirtual array is a popular and well-established concept in the MIMO radar
literature. It was rst formulated in 2004 in [19] and [102] and, by 2008, had
become a central construct in MIMO radar research [34].
While the basic principle of the virtual array is pleasingly intuitive, it is impor-
tant to note that its principal application in the literature so far has been practical
in nature. That is, it has been used to demonstrate that the full MIMO transmit-
receive conguration can be exploited using well-established SIMO-based tech-
niques. In contrast, this chapter is concerned with a more profound theoretical
result namely, the theoretical equivalence between MIMO radar and some vir-
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tual SIMO system. Therefore, it would be dangerous to assume that existing
formulations of the virtual array will generalise in a convenient manner. In order
to avoid any such pitfalls in this chapter, the virtual array will now be investigated
in considerable detail.
Figure 5.1: The virtual SIMO radar system associated with xv(t) in Equa-
tion 5.1.
Some preliminary insight into the structure of the virtual SIMO received signal
can be gained by simply noting that the MIMO received signal vector, x(t), can














m(t   k) Sk 
 Sk

+ nv(t)| {z }
,xv(t)2CNN1
1CCCCCA (5.1)
This equation reveals that the elements of x(t) may be viewed as being ob-






performs summation over the relevant terms). The SIMO system that
produces xv(t) in order to construct x(t) in this way is depicted in Figure 5.1.
Of course, in practice, we are concerned with the converse problem  that is,
receiving x(t) and seeking to synthesise xv(t) in order to exploit its structure.
At this point, it is worth recalling that the SIMO analysis of Chapter 3 was
particularly concerned with standard (space-only) array manifolds. Then, it was
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revealed that, in the presence of additional (non-spatial) parameters, these stan-
dard spatial manifolds may be used in describing extended (e.g. spatiotemporal)
manifolds that also model the e¤ects of the additional parameters. Therefore, in
order to be able to apply any of the well-established SIMO-based techniques in
MIMO radar, the most fundamentally important step is the characterisation of
the space-only MIMO array system as a manifold object.
5.2 Virtual Array: Basic Principles
In an equivalent manner to the SIMO analysis in Chapter 3, path delays and
radial velocities are initially ignored. Furthermore, due to the spatiotemporal
nature of the discussion that follows, a discrete-time signal model will be used.
Consider the discrete snapshots received by a colocated MIMO radar, associ-











transmitted symbol sequence, M[n], may vary with
sequence period, n, but that the transmit covariance matrix is xed:
1
Ls
M[n]MH [n] = Rmm (5.3)
where Ls is the sequence length. Next, dene some c[n], with jc[n]j = 1, so we
may write:
M[n] = M[n]c[n] (5.4)
such that M[n] has the same covariance matrix as M[n].
Now, consider that Lv consecutive sequence periods are received to form
X 2 CNL:
X , [X[1];X[2]; : : : ;X[Lv]] (5.5)
where the total number of snapshots L = LvLs. Next, we iterate through X,
performing blockwise vectorisation of X[1];X[2]; : : : ;X[Lv] to form Xv 2 CNLsLv :
Xv = [xv[1]; xv[2]; : : : ; xv[Lv]]
, [vec fX[1]g ; vec fX[2]g ; : : : ; vec fX[Lv]g] (5.6)
The (NLs  1) complex vector xv[n] denotes the nth virtualsnapshot and has
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the following structure:











































khv;kmv[n] + nv[n] (5.7)








Note that we have done nothing more than rearrange the received data sam-
ples, and yet a new data model has evidently been synthesised in Equation 5.7,
whose response is now a function of both S and S. In particular, xv[n] may










but whose sensors are subject to coupling, such that in the measured response,






. Note that the virtual noise experiences no coupling, so
is always spatially white (Equation 5.8). Therefore, the overall response of the







In reshaping X to form Xv in Equation 5.6, the dimension of the manifold
vector has increased from N to Nv = LsN , while the number of data snapshots
has proportionally decreased from L to Lv = LLs . Clearly, this represents a trade-
o¤ that must now be investigated.
An important observation is that the new array data model in Equation 5.7
is fundamentally unchanged by any choice of sequence length Ls  rank fRmmg.
The reason for this is that the e¤ect of Ls on Lv = LLs (which acts to increase
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uncertainty hypersphere radius by a factor of
p
Ls) is exactly cancelled by the
way Ls scales the manifold of hv by a factor of
p
Ls. To see this, note that by
eigendecomposition of Rmm (yielding non-zero eigenvalues DM , diag fg and














for any suitable (rank fRmmg  Ls) matrix, eM[n], having orthonormal rows (thus
requiring Ls  rank fRmmg). Therefore, M[n] in Equation 5.3 may always be








By denition, eMT [n] is an isometric transformation  it preserves angles and
lengths, irrespective of any Ls  rank fRmmg. Therefore, the e¤ect of Ls on the
manifold of hv in Equation 5.7 (due toM[n] = M[n]c[n] in Equation 5.12) is only
a scaling by a factor of
p
Ls.
Two important points arise from this discussion. Firstly, regardless of the true
value of Ls  rank fRmmg used in the MIMO system, we may assume without
loss of generality that:
Ls = rank fRmmg (5.13)
since this is always su¢ cient for characterising the full capabilities of the virtual
SIMO system. Secondly, allowingM[n] to vary with n therefore has no fundamen-
tal e¤ect, since eM[n] in Equation 5.12 is a (rank fRmmg  rank fRmmg) unitary
matrix for all n. Therefore, in practice for example, computing
 eM[n]
 INxv[n]
(i.e. matched ltering with prewhitening) would eliminate any dependence of
hv on n without a¤ecting signal/noise statistics. Alternatively, we may sim-
ply assume without loss of generality that M[n] is xed for all n and no addi-








It is worth highlighting the fact that the overall response of the virtual SIMO
system can be fully characterised by a (N rank fRmmg  1) vector (i.e. hv in
Equation 5.10). Thus, if Rmm is singular, then this means that some virtual
sensors have become fully coupled, reducing the available degrees of freedom.
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5.2.1 Example: Comparison of Phased Array and Orthog-
onal MIMO Radar
Since the motivation underlying the virtual array is so heavily centred on exploit-
ing array geometry, it is important not to lose track of the roles played by other
system parameters. In particular, the number of virtual snapshots, Lv, and the
number of degrees of freedom available at the receiver are crucial in this respect,
and this will now be demonstrated via a simple example.
First, consider a conventional phased array radar, which is a MIMO radar that
transmits a signal of the form m[n] = wc[n]. Therefore, Rmm = wwH (subject to












Sk + nv[n] (5.15)
which is simply the MIMO received signal (without any reshaping) and so:
E nv[n]nHv [n]	 = 2nIN (5.16)
Next, consider a MIMO radar transmitting orthogonal waveforms. For sim-
plicity, we may assume M[n] = 1p
N


















Therefore, it would seem that we can obtain exactly the same result as the phased







































So, we would appear to have arrived at exactly the same result as the phased
array radar in Equation 5.15. However, this is clearly not the case when we recall
that L snapshots arise from Equation 5.15, but only L
N
from Equation 5.18. This
highlights an important point.
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By the time the signal energy arrives at the MIMO receiver, the two systems
are already constrained in completely di¤erent ways. In particular, due to its
unit-rank transmit covariance matrix, the phased arrays usable array manifold
is limited to N dimensions due to extensive coupling amongst the virtual array
sensors. Meanwhile, the orthogonal MIMO (which emitted equal signal energy in
all directions) was initially able to synthesise a response model residing in NN
dimensions due to the total lack of virtual coupling. However, this was achieved
at the expense of reducing the number of usable snapshots by a factor ofN . Then,
in order to mimic the phased arrays ability to focus the transmitted power in a
directional pattern, the orthogonal MIMO linearly combined multiple snapshots,
using the same spatialweighting, w. Of course, the (virtual) spatialaperture
to which w was applied in this case actually corresponds to di¤erent points in
time, leading to a loss of usable snapshots.
5.2.2 Performance Issues
The above discussion seems to suggest that the phased array is the superior ap-
proach, o¤ering more snapshots for the same problem. However, this is heavily
inuenced by the fact that the given example simply failed to exploit the advan-
tages o¤ered by orthogonal signal transmission. In particular, the crucial advan-
tage of the orthogonal MIMO is that N rank fRmmg = NN degrees of freedom
are available at its receiver. By contrast, the phased array has only N +N total
degrees of freedom (and only N of these are available at the receiver). As a result,
numerous advantages of employing linearly independent transmit waveforms have
been reported in the literature [103]. In particular, resolution performance is im-
proved [10] and the upper limit on the number of detectable targets is increased
[20].
Despite increasing the receivers degrees of freedom by a factor of rank fRmmg,
it is important to realise that (in reshaping X to form Xv) a decrease in the num-
ber of usable snapshots is not the only price paid the signals also become fully
correlated (coherent). (To see this, note that all virtual sources in Equation 5.7
transmit identical signals, mv[n]). In fact, coherent sources are an inconvenient
truth arising from spatiotemporally extending the array response vector, as has
been reported before in the wireless communications literature [104]. The reason
for this coherency is that, in extending the manifold vector, temporal correlations
are converted to inner products on the extended manifold (e.g. two temporally
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uncorrelated signals become geometrically orthogonal in the extended observation
space, but with coherent signals). This places fundamental limits on the perfor-
mance of the radar system. For example, it has been proven in [20] that the






compared to NN   1 if virtual signals were uncorrelated (but still a factor of
approximately N better than a conventional phased array).
For the purposes of this thesis, a particularly important performance con-
sideration to note is that non-orthogonal transmit waveforms can only be used
e¤ectively if prior information is available regarding target locations. This is
because, by beamforming at the transmitter, di¤erent directions are treated pref-
erentially (according to the transmit beampattern). In the worst case, a null
could be placed in a target direction, meaning no signal energy even reaches that
target and so detection/estimation becomes impossible. Therefore, in the absence
of prior information, a non-orthogonal transmission scheme (e.g. phased array)
must steer its beam around (electronically) until all directions have received equal
signal energy. However, doing this clearly just acts to increase rank fRmmg un-
til orthogonality is achieved. To clarify this point, imagine a phased array that
steers its transmitted beampattern by switching its weights according to the pat-
tern w[n] = 1p
N
coln
n eMo (i.e. the scaled nth column of the  N N unitary
matrix, eM, dened above). Clearly, this is exactly the same as a MIMO radar








INS(p) = 1 (5.21)
which is equal in all directions. An example of this is shown in Figure 5.2.
This illustrates the important point that Rmm plays a profound and fundamen-
tal role in determining the performance capabilities of a MIMO radar system, in
a way that does not occur in SIMO array processing. Indeed, it is for this reason
that MT [n] must appear in the denition of the overall virtual arrays response
vector, hv, in Equation 5.10.
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Figure 5.2: Transmit beampatterns for a 4-element uniform linear array for
n = 1; 2; 3; 4. By steering beams to 4 appropriate bearings (for equal durations),
signal power is distributed equally in all directions.
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5.3 Uncertainty Hypersphere Modelling
Given the analysis presented so far, we may now consider seeking to model the
fundamental uncertainty in the virtual array system using an uncertainty hyper-
sphere (in a similar manner to the traditional SIMO conguration in Chapter 4).









2 (SNR L C) (SIMO system) (5.22)
Therefore, it would be tempting to simply substitute SNRv = SNR and
Lv =
L
rankfRmmg in order to obtain e;v. However, this would fail to model any
coupling that may exist in the virtual SIMO receiver due to Rmm. Indeed, it
will now be shown that in the general case, for Rmm 6= IN , coupling can emerge
between the unknown parameters  and p. In order to investigate this issue, we
must evaluate CRB1[s] for MIMO radar.
The Cramer-Rao Bound based on Equation 5.2 has already been investigated
by Bekkerman and Tabrikian in [18]. However, their analysis made the simplifying
assumption that the radar platform is comprised entirely of transceiver modules
(such that transmit and receive arrays are identical). Furthermore, their analysis
constrained the power of each transmitting antenna to be equal to unity, which
is unsuitable in two ways. Firstly, it is not fundamentally necessary to constrain
these powers to be equal. More importantly, though, this constraint leads the
total transmitted power to increase in proportion to N . This is unsuitable, since
it allows larger transmit arrays to emit more power into the environment, creating
an unfair theoretical comparison with smaller arrays.
Therefore, the Cramer-Rao Bound is briey reformulated in Appendix 5B for
general array geometries. Thus, with the total transmitted power constrained (to
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In order to determine CRB1 [s], it is useful to rst rewrite CRB1 [p] in terms of hv:
CRB1 [p] =
1























Then, replacement of the bearing parameter, p, with the arc length, s, in the
























where it has been noted that _sv(p) ,
 _hv(p) and kh0v(s)k = 1. It is interesting






can be non-zero in the virtual array system.
This is an important di¤erence from a conventional SIMO system (for which SH _S
is always zero if the phase reference is taken to be the SIMO array centroid 
see Section 3.2.1). Indeed, it is clear from the discussion in Appendix 5B that
hHv
_hv only vanishes in general when no coupling exists between  and p. (Note












The Cramer-Rao bound presented above is a general result and many familiar
system congurations emerge as special cases (e.g. SIMO, MISO, phased array).
However, a special case of particular interest in this thesis is orthogonal signal
transmission. As discussed in Section 5.2.2, under this approach, equal signal
power is emitted in all directions and so it is the natural choice when no prior
information is available regarding target bearings. As such, this case will now be
analysed in detail.
5.4 Orthogonal MIMO Radar
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Therefore, setting the sequence length Ls = rank fRmmg = N , it follows that
M[n] = 1
c[n]
M[n] in Equation 5.7 is a unitary matrix. It is therefore an isometric
transformation and has no e¤ect on the intrinsic geometry of the virtual array
manifold. Therefore, without loss of generality, the virtual manifold vector may
be characterised by:








such that Nv = NN . Noting that (S
 
 S) = (S 
 1N) (1N 
 S), the virtual
SIMO array sensor locations are then given by:








 [rx; ry; rz]

(5.29)
which can be viewed as a spatial convolution of the MIMO transmit and receive
arrays.






Next, from Equation 5.7, the virtual transmitted signal is:
mv[n] = c[n] (5.31)
and the virtual noise covariance matrix (from Equation 5.8) is:
Rnvnv = 2nvINN (5.32)
where 2nv = 
2
n.
Due to the unity transmit power constraint, the SNR of the kth target echo
is:





























2 (SNRv  Lv  C) (5.35)
Having fully specied the virtual SIMO array system for orthogonal transmit
signals, its fundamental performance bounds may now be investigated.
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5.4.1 Fundamental Performance Bounds
Using the uncertainty hypersphere radius dened in Equation 5.35, Equations 4.3
and 4.4 for the fundamental detection and resolution thresholds in SIMO array


















(SNRv  Lv  C)

^21;v   1Nv




Since the structure of the virtual array is constrained to take the form of Equa-
tion 5.29, its sensor locations cannot be chosen arbitrarily. Therefore, in order
to gain some insight into the separate roles played by the MIMO transmit and
receive arrays, it is useful to be able to rewrite these expressions in terms of the
parameters of the transmit and receive arrays. Using Equation 5.34, _sv(p) may
be written as:
_sv(p) =
 _Sv(p) = qN _s2(p) +N _s2(p) (5.38)
Obtaining a compact expression for ^1;v(p) in terms of familiar transmit and
receive parameters is less straightforward. However, if we dene Av(p) such that














Then, the e¤ect of ^1;v(p) and _sv(p) on fundamental resolution performance may
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the proof of which is outlined in Appendix 5C. Note that ^1;v(p) may be ex-
pressed explicitly by rearrangement of Equation 5.40 (but the result is somewhat
unwieldy). Therefore, proceeding to substitute Equations 5.38 and 5.40 into
Equations 5.36 and 5.37 yields the desired performance bounds.
It is perhaps worth noting that the above quantities reduce to especially com-
pact forms if the transmit and receive arrays are equal (e.g. all antennas are















9=; for S = S (5.41)
An interesting peculiarity of separating virtual array expressions into separate
transmit and receive quantities is that situations can arise whereby we are trying
to describe a point on the transmit/receive array manifold which does not exist.
To clarify, this arises from the regularity condition (necessary for an arc length
parameterisation see Equation 3.14) that the tangent vector, _S(p), must exist
everywhere on the curve (or, equivalently, _s(p) 6= 0 everywhere). Then, the
problem arises from the fact that _sv(p) =
q
N _s2(p) +N _s
2
(p). Therefore, _sv(p)
can remain non-zero even if _s(p) = 0 or _s(p) = 0 (and only truly vanishes if
both _s(p) and _s(p) are zero). For example, let us assume we wish to evaluate





























Now, both s = 1
_s
_A







are indeterminate (because _A = 0N and














where the second result relies on
 S 6= 0, which is guaranteed when _s ,  _S = 0.



















Indeed, many other indeterminate quantities may be treated in a similar way.
For illustrative purposes, an example showing _sv() and _s() is given in Fig-
ure 5.3.
5.5 Spatially E¢ cient Uniform Linear Virtual
Array Design
From Equation 5.29, it is evident that a specic (desired) NN -element virtual
array geometry is not necessarily achievable via any possible arrangement of the
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Figure 5.3: Rate of change of arc length for the virtual array and receiver array,
for a MIMO radar employing perpendicular uniform linear transmit and receive
arrays, described by ry = [ 1:5; 0:5; 0:5; 1:5]T and rx = [ 1; 0; 1]T .
availableN+N physical MIMO antennas. Conversely, a given (achievable) virtual
array geometry may be constructible via a multitude of di¤erent arrangements
of the MIMO antennas. For these reasons, array design is not straightforward in
MIMO radar. One achievable virtual array geometry that has received particular
research interest is the lled(
2
-spaced) uniform linear virtual array [105,106]
(see Figures 5.4 and 5.5 on pages 118 and 119 for examples of this type of geom-
etry). In this section, it will be shown that the traditional method for achieving
a uniform linear virtual array makes ine¢ cient use of the available space on the
radar platform. Therefore, a new family of subarrayed collinear MIMO geometries
is dened and shown to o¤er superior spatial e¢ ciency.
The following notation is rst dened to describe the desired NN -element
virtual array:
rv;x = ULANN (5.46)


















Although this conguration is incapable of elevation estimation and can oper-
ate (unambiguously) across only 180 of azimuth, it does provide particularly
powerful performance close to array broadside (  90). Another advantage
is the simplicity of analysis. Specically, by adapting the ULA-specic quanti-
ties derived in Section 3.6, system performance is characterised by the following
quantities:


















The traditional method found throughout the MIMO radar literature for ob-
taining this structure of rv;x is:
rx = NULAN and rx = ULAN (5.50)
or, by symmetry:
rx = ULAN and rx = NULAN (5.51)
However, it would not seem that alternative methods for obtaining the lled linear
virtual array have been explored in detail. To this end, we dene a new family
of subarrayed congurations by noting that Equation 5.46 can be rewritten as:



















where the transmit array has been separated into Bsub subarray blocks, each
of which comprises N sub , NBsub elements (and receiver array spacings have been
increased accordingly). Alternatively, it could be the receiver array that is divided
into subarrays, but the transmit array is considered here.
Note that the same virtual array system is produced for any (integer) values
of N sub and Bsub. Therefore, without a¤ecting the fundamental direction-nding
capabilities, we may freely choose values of N sub and Bsub to gain advantages
according to some other criterion. For example, it will now be shown that the
physical size of the MIMO radar platform can be minimised, while maintaining
maximum (lled) virtual array size.
To begin, we note (from Equation 5.29) that the sum of the apertures of
the transmit and receive arrays is constrained to be equal to the virtual array
aperture:
rv;x ,





= max (rx) + max (rx) min (rx) min (rx)
= (max (rx) min (rx))| {z }
Transmit aperture ,rx
+ (max (rx) min (rx))| {z }
Receive aperture ,rx
(5.53)
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where, from Equation 5.52, the respective MIMO apertures are:
rx = NN   (N   1)N sub   1 (5.54)
rx = (N   1)N sub (5.55)
Therefore, in order to minimise the overall physical span of the N + N MIMO
antennas, we simply place the transmit and receive arrayscentroids at the same
point in space and then make their respective apertures as similar as possible.












where [[]]N denotes rounding to the nearest integer factor of N (since a useful
solution must provide integer values for N sub and Bsub). Simply rounding in this
way is valid due to the symmetric, convex (parabolic) nature of the objective
function in Equation 5.56. Equating the derivative of the objective function to










For su¢ ciently large receive arrays (N  1), it is clear that Noptsub is given by the
nearest valid integer to N
2
. In fact, if N is even-valued and N  3, a useful rule










if N  3
and N is even
(5.58)
An illustrative example is given in Figure 5.4. In general, as array sizes become
large, it can be shown that the proposed method allows radar platform size to be
reduced by up to a half.
If N is odd (or, in particular, if it is prime) then spatial e¢ ciency may be
especially poor. For example, it is shown in Figure 5.5 that a MIMO radar with
(N N) = (7 11) requires a (marginally) larger radar platform than is required
for (N N) = (7 16), despite providing a signicantly smaller virtual aperture
(NN = 77, compared to 112). Of course, in this case, the e¤ect of varying N on
Lv must also be taken into account (or interchanging transmit and receive arrays
would eliminate this issue).
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(a) The desired 36-element lled uniform linear
virtual array, which is produced by both (b)
and (c).
(b) Traditional approach occupies 30
half-wavelengths.
(c) Proposed approach occupies 20
half-wavelengths.
Figure 5.4: For (N N) = (6 6), the proposed method reduces radar platform
size by a third, compared to existing methods. A black square denotes a virtual
SIMO sensor, blue denotes a MIMO transmit antenna and red xdenotes a
MIMO receive antenna.
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(a) Optimal conguration for NN = (11 7).
A physical MIMO aperture of 66
half-wavelengths provides a 77-element virtual
array.
(b) Optimal conguration for NN = (16 7).
A physical MIMO aperture of 63
half-wavelengths provides a 112-element virtual
array.
Figure 5.5: Linear arrays comprising prime numbers of antennas are particularly
spatially ine¢ cient. Blue denotes transmit antenna and red xdenotes receive
antenna.
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5.6 Extended Virtual Arrays
Although extended array manifolds are normally associated with increasing the
number of estimated parameters, it is interesting to note that the MIMO radar
virtual array may be viewed as a special case, aimed instead at retaining the same
number of parameters of interest (but enhancing the detection, resolution and
estimation performance). That is, the spatiotemporal extension used in forming
the response vector hv(; ) acts to incorporate S(; ) into a response model
which already included S(; ).
Of course, hv(; ) may be further extended to incorporate any additional
parameters (as per the usual extended manifold approaches). However, before
looking at further extensions, it is important to clarify the fact that the presence
of additional parameters may have an important impact on the original virtual
SIMO response. Consider, for example, that we now remove the stationary targets
assumption (i.e. Doppler e¤ects exist). In this case, it is straightforward to see




k exp(j2Fv;k (n  1)Tc)








Since xv[n] provides snapshots at a rate which is slower than the true received
signal (i.e. columns of X[n]) by a factor of rank fRmmg, it is not surprising that:
Fv;k , rank fRmmgFk (5.60)
However, the slightly more unusual e¤ect of Doppler is via the vector term:
Fk , exp(j2Fk [0; 1; : : : ; rank fRmmg   1]T Tc) (5.61)
Of course, in the real world, these Doppler phases varied in time but, in the
virtual system, these variations now appear across the spatial dimension. This
could be a good thing or a bad thing the angle between two response vectors
could be increased or decreased, depending on Fk, M[n] and S(k; k). However,
one thing is for sure: if Doppler is non-negligible, DOA and Doppler must be
estimated jointly (since these parameters appear in an inseparable manner in the
same elements of hv).
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Therefore, in order to ensure the presence of Doppler has a positive overall
e¤ect on parameter estimation performance, it is imperative to perform further
extensions of the manifold. In doing this, the temporal apertureacross which
Doppler is measured is increased (in an equivalent manner to increasing the spatial
aperture of a uniform linear array for DOA estimation). However, it is then
crucial to also understand the impact of non-zero relative path delays. This
added complication will be addressed fully in Chapter 6.
Appendices
Appendices 5A Proof of Equation 5.1
In this appendix, the following relationships will be used:




 A vec (B) (5.63)
(a b)
 (c d) = (a
 c) (b
 d) (5.64)
Thus, we proceed by rearranging Equation 2.5 as follows (where a number above
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 k)
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which leads directly to Equation 5.1.
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Appendices 5B Single-Target Cramer-Rao Bound
The method used in this appendix follows [18], but has been extended to allow
for distinct transmit and receive array geometries.
5B.1 Deriving the Su¢ cient Statistic Matrix
The ith snapshot of the MIMO radar received signal is modelled as (assuming no






k m(ti) + n(ti) (5.65)
Collecting L consecutive snapshots at the MIMO radar receiver to form the
(N  L) matrix, X, yields:



















which are deterministic unknown. Therefore, x(ti) is normally distributed with


















where it is worth noting that 
i
depends on the parameters of interest, , while
Rii is a function of 2n. Furthermore, snapshots are statistically independent, so
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Therefore, from the denition of the multivariate complex Gaussian distribution

































where it has been noted that det (aA) = aN det (A) for any (N N) matrix, A.




will be rearranged into a form that will be suit-
able for applying the Neyman-Fisher Factorisation Theorem (see [60, p.117] and
[107, p.631]). However, as an additional simplication (specically, to ensure
residual noise terms will be spatially white), it is useful to rst note that for any
arbitrary covariance matrix Rmm , 1LMM
H , the matrixM may constructed using









eM eMH = IN
where the columns of EM are the eigenvectors of Rmm and DM the diagonal matrix
of associated eigenvalues.































































where it is crucial that:
 h (X) is independent of 
 g  T (X) ;  depends on 
 g  T (X) ;  depends on X only through T (X). (Many valid candidates
exist. For convenience, we dene T (X) , 1p
L
vec fT (X)g).
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As a direct consequence of these conditions, the Neyman-Fisher Factorisation
Theorem states that T (X) is a su¢ cient statistic. What this means is that no
information about  can be inferred from X that cannot be inferred from T (X).
Therefore, in what follows, X 2 CNL may simply be replaced with








































 IN vec fNg, it is straightforward to conrm that
nT is normally distributed with mean and covariance given, respectively, by:
E fnTg = 0NN (5.74)
E nTnHT 	 = 2nINN (5.75)
Of course, a di¤erent normalisation of T (X) could have been chosen (and/or a
correlated eM), but doing so would only act to complicate the noise statistics (and
therefore our analysis in general).
5B.2 Deriving the Fisher Information Matrix
Using the su¢ cient statistic, T (X), derived in Equation 5.73, the Fisher Infor-
mation Matrix, F, associated with the signal model in Equation 5.65 may now be

















where we have dened 
T
as the mean of T (X):

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Therefore, partial derivatives with respect to i, Re fig and Im fig must be
computed. In particular, denoting ~
i






























































































5B.3 Deriving the Cramer-Rao Bound
In the single-target case, F may be written simply as:
F =
24 F F T~
F ~ F~~
35 (5.83)











































Thus, to nally obtain the single-target Cramer-Rao bound on , the de-
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Appendices 5C Proof of Equation 5.40

























and S = exp (jA). Di¤erentiating Sv twice therefore yields:
_Sv = j _Av  Sv (5.88)
Sv =






Therefore, recalling Equation 5.38 leads to:
_sv ,


















N _s(p)s(p) +N _s(p)s(p)
_sv(p)
(5.91)
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which may be conrmed using any symbolic mathematical software package.
Chapter 6
Spatiotemporal Arrayed MIMO
Radar: Joint Doppler, Delay and
DOA Estimation
6.1 Introduction
The space-time receiver architecture proposed in this chapter exploits the supe-
rior direction nding (DF) performance a¤orded by the virtual SIMO array as
part of a subspace-based joint Doppler, Delay and DOA estimation system. A
subspace-based approach has been chosen primarily because algorithms belong-
ing to this family (e.g. MUSIC and Minimum Norm) have been shown to achieve
superresolution parameter estimation performance [87]. Specically, this means
that the resolution performance of such methods is not limited by the size of the
array, provided the SNR and/or number of snapshots is su¢ ciently large. This
highly desirable property comes at the expense of greater complexity, compared
to traditional beamforming type approaches. Therefore, a major objective in
this chapter will be to keep computational complexity to a minimum, whilst still
achieving strong parameter estimation performance.
It is well known that a highly non-linear simultaneous three-parameter search
(evaluated at all possible three-parameter combinations) is too computationally
complex for practical use, despite the powerful parameter estimation performance
demonstrated, for example, by the Iterative Adaptive Approach (IAA) [110]. In
this chapter, therefore, by exploiting the specic structure of the transmitted
waveforms, the proposed method instead partitions the estimation process into
two consecutive stages (a single-parameter search followed by a two-parameter
128
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search). During this two-stage estimation procedure, complex path fading coef-
cients (which are a function of a given targets radar cross section and range)
are treated as nuisance parameters, but are shown to be readily estimated after
Doppler, Delay and DOA estimates have been made available.
It will be assumed in this chapter that all targets lie in the x-y plane (i.e.
k = 0, for k = 1; 2; : : : ; K). Therefore, the unknown parameters of interest
associated with the kth target are Doppler Fk, delay  k, azimuth k and fading
coe¢ cient k.
6.1.1 Proposed Transmit Waveform Design
In order to describe the proposed orthogonal transmit waveform structure, recall
from Equation 5.4 that M[n] may be written in terms of the virtual transmitted
signal, mv[n] = c[n], in the form:
M[n] = M[n]c[n] (6.1)
Due to the multiple manifold vector extensions that will be used in this chapter,
the dimensions ofM[n] will not be restricted in the same manner as in Chapter 5.
Similarly, while c[n] had little use in Chapter 5, it will be shown in this chapter
to be particularly useful in exploiting relative path delays. In particular, consider
constructing M[n] as follows:
M[n] = a[n]cT 2 CN2Nc (6.2)
where a[n] 2 CN1 denotes the nth vector of transmitted (discrete-time) symbols
and c is a spreading sequence of the form:
c , [[1]; [2]; : : : ; [2Nc]]T (6.3)




transmitted symbol set may be written as:
M , [M[1];M[2]; : : : ;M[Nsyms]]






Equivalently, in continuous time, m(t), is formed using a repeating sequence,
m(t), of N orthogonal codes (slow-time) which are each spread using the same
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[i]p (t  (n  1) 2NcTc   (i  1)Tc) (6.5)
where p(t) is the chip-shaping waveform (herein assumed to be a simple rectan-
gular chip waveform).








where b 2 RNc1 is a Maximum Length sequence (m-sequence [111]) of length Nc
chips (where a chip duration is dened Tc). In Equation 6.6, the appended ze-
roes, 0Nc, are applied (without loss of generality) under the assumption that the
maximum relative path delay is less than NcTc. Meanwhile, the m-sequence, b,
has optimal autocorrelation properties in order to most e¤ectively exploit relative
path delays. The reason for the zero-padded design of c is that it leads X[n] to









where it has been assumed that Doppler e¤ects within a given symbol period (i.e.
corresponding to the elements of c) are negligible1. In Equation 6.7, discrete path














6.2 Joint Doppler, Delay and DOA Estimation
The proposed space-time receiver architecture (based on the received signal in
Equation 6.7) can now be described. To maintain focus on resolution and esti-
mation, it will be assumed that the number of targets is known in advance, for
1The e¤ect of neglecting intra-symbol Doppler on estimation performance is studied in Sec-
tion 6.3.
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example by using a detection algorithm such as Minimum Description Length or
Akaikes Information Criterion [77].
There are a number of ways the received data snapshots may be
reshaped/reordered to provide a convenient structure for processing. For the
present discussion, it is useful to rearrange all received data (corresponding to


















F syms;k	 MTSk 
 Sk 
 Jlkc| {z }
,hst(k;Fk;lk)
+nst (6.11)
where F syms 2 CNsyms denotes Doppler e¤ects across these symbols:
F syms , exp(j2F [0; 1; : : : ;Nsyms   1]T 2NcTc) (6.12)
Using xst, an exhaustive three-parameter search could then be performed, based
on the known structure of hst(;F ; l). Indeed, this is the approach employed by
the IAA method in [110]. However, such an approach is considered here to be
prohibitively complex to compute. Instead, an equivalent two-stage estimation
procedure will now be presented.
6.2.1 Subspace Partitioning and Delay Estimation
First of all, note that  from a subspace perspective targets having di¤erent
delays lie in (almost) orthogonal subspaces, since the columns of:
C ,

J0c; J1c; : : : ; JNc 1c
 2 C2NcNc (6.13)
are almost orthogonal, such that:





Fsyms;i F syms;j	 MTSj  SHi Sj cT  JliT Jljc
=
(
2NNNc for li = lj
 0 for li 6= lj
(6.14)
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Figure 6.1: Proposed receiver architecture for estimating delays, Doppler shifts,
DOAs and fading coe¢ cients from the vectorised received data, xaug.
In other words, contrary to DOA and Doppler, there is no real sense of prox-
imity in delay; any two targetsdelay subspaces are either identical or (almost)
orthogonal. As a result, each of these subspaces may be isolated and processed















F syms;k	 MT 
 INSv() (6.16)
Therefore, h (;F) can simply be viewed as the extended manifold vector [33]
obtained from Sv() via the linear mapping diag
F syms	 MT 
 IN .
So, based on Equation 6.15, a traditional (range compression type) method for






ever, under this approach, residual contributions from other delays can remain.
Despite being small in general, these leakageterms can be severely damaging to
subsequent estimation stages (see Figure 6.3 in Section 6.3).
As described in Appendix 6A, an initial improvement is to rst completely
eliminate all unwanted contributions (while also minimising any attenuation to
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is the projection onto the Nc-dimensional delay space spanned by C (and C+
is the pseudoinverse of C). Similarly, P?Cld , I2Nc   PCld is the projection onto
the subspace orthogonal to Cld (where Cld is dened as C with the column Jldc
removed).
A second improvement is to note that any small attenuation to the desired
term (see Ald in Equation 6.32) can be even further reduced by removing any
unnecessary columns from C. In other words, if the K  Nc distinct delays
existing in the signal environment can be estimated rst, then C can be replaced
by bC, whose columns correspond only to these estimated delays.
Specically, to obtain these estimates, the following simple cost function can





 JldcT xst2 (6.18)
which provides delay estimates, l^ ,
h
l^1; l^2; : : : ; l^K
iT
, at its K largest values
(Din Figure 6.1). Thus, bC can be constructed as follows:
bC = hJl^1c; Jl^2c; : : : ; Jl^K ci (6.19)






maining signal/noise is conned to a specicNsymsN -dimensional subspace (while
the remainder of the 2NsymsNcN -dimensional observation space is now redun-
dant). In Appendix 6A, it is shown that the relevant subspace may be extracted
explicitly by computing y
ld
in Equation 6.32. For the present discussion, a more











kh(k;Fk) + nld (6.20)
where rowld
nbC+o denotes the row of the pseudoinverse of bC associated with delay
ld and flk = ldg corresponds to the Kld targets having delay ld. The properties of
the noise are unchanged (assuming any small amplication to be negligible).
This provides the basis for the proposed two-stage estimation procedure, since
the known structure of h(;F) can now be exploited (as described in the next
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subsection) to estimate DOA and Doppler from y
ld
. Although it is proved in
Appendix 6A that this is fundamentally equivalent to an exhaustive 3-parameter
search of hst(;F ; l), there are three main advantages o¤ered by the two-stage
procedure. Firstly, since (;F) estimation must only be computed for K  K
delays, a signicant reduction in computational complexity can be attained. Sec-
ondly, subspace-based (MUSIC-type) parameter estimation algorithms are known
to introduce more non-ideality for larger noise subspaces (see Equation 4.43
and [52]). The proposed two-stage approach operates on noise subspaces of re-
duced dimension, yielding a predictable and signicant performance enhancement
for algorithms of this type. Finally, signals having di¤erent delays are completely
separated, thus avoiding a variety of coherent sources type problems that may
otherwise arise when di¤erent targets have equal DOA and Doppler.
6.2.2 Joint DOA-Doppler Estimation
Equation 6.20 provides only a single snapshot of data and, furthermore, describes
a classic coherent sources type scenario (since fading coe¢ cients, k, are not
time-varying). As such, subspace-type parameter estimation approaches cannot
be applied directly to y
ld
.
In order to obtain multiple snapshots, one may consider unstackingy
ld
into
a matrix in some structured manner. However, many such approaches may exist
and managing the trade-o¤ between number of snapshots and dimensionality of
the manifold vector is not straightforward. Furthermore, such approaches would
be unlikely to e¤ectively combat the issue of coherent paths.
Instead, the proposed approach is to select overlapping subvectors from y
ld
according to two smoothingschemes (which are detailed below). Then, using
existing results for selecting optimal subvector sizes [112], a reasonable trade-o¤
between snapshots, manifold dimensionality and decorrelationwill be achieved.
First, it is necessary to look in more detail at the transmitted symbol matrix,
M. As described in Section 6.1.1, the transmitted symbols repeat in a periodic
sequence. Therefore, we can write:
M = 1TD 
 M0 (6.21)
where D is the total number of periods transmitted and the  N N matrix,
M0, denotes the symbol sequence (such that Nsyms = ND). Therefore, h (;F)
(Equation 6.16) can equivalently be written as:
h (;F) = Fp 


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where F s and Fp are, respectively, the symbol-to-symbol and period-to-period
Doppler e¤ects, dened in the obvious manner from:
F syms = Fp 
F s (6.23)
With reference to Equation 6.22, the two smoothing procedures can now be
more clearly described. Firstly, for certain specic receiver array geometries (in
particular, uniform linear), Spatial Smoothing [84] can be overlaid directly to
decorrelatepaths having di¤erent DOAs. Furthermore, if it is known a priori





h(;F)   Fp 
 Sv, and certain collinear transmit-receive ar-
ray structures are used [113], then it is possible to apply Forward-Backward
Spatial Smoothing across the full extent of Sv. The optimal subarray size for
spatial smoothing was derived in [112] and found to be  0:6(N + 1). This result
will be used in setting smoothing parameters in Section 6.3.
Based on the same concept as Spatial Smoothing, a new decorrelating tech-
nique termed Doppler Smoothingis depicted in Figure 6.2. Doppler Smoothing
requires the extraction of Q overlapping subvectors from y
ld
, each of length dNN ,
where d = D Q+1 is the e¤ective Doppler dimension after smoothing. Denoting















In an equivalent manner to Spatial Smoothing, this acts to decorrelatepaths at
the expense of reducing the length of Fp in h(;F) from D to d.
Since Doppler Smoothing operates only on Fp, Spatial Smoothing can now
be overlaid independently on ~Yld by extracting the appropriate Qss subvectors
from each column. The resulting QssQ total subvectors are denoted by the matrix








Thus, joint DOA-Doppler estimation is achieved (for each of the K distinct







where the columns of ~En;ld are the estimated noise eigenvectors of ~Rsmooth;ld and
























Figure 6.2: Forming the Q overlapping subvectors for Doppler Smoothing.
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The estimated DOAs and Doppler frequencies associated with the delay ld are
therefore obtained by locating the Kld largest maxima in DOA Dopp(;F). These
estimates are denoted, respectively, as ^ld and F^ ld (Ein Figure 6.1).
6.2.3 Complex Fading Coe¢ cient Estimation
Although path fading coe¢ cients were treated as nuisance parameters in the
above two-stage parameter estimation process, they can now be estimated in a
straightforward manner by noting that Equation 6.20 can be rewritten as:
y
ld
= Hldld + nld (6.27)
where Hld is the (NsymsN Kld) matrix of virtual Space-Doppler manifold vec-
tors associated with delay ld (and ld comprises the related fading coe¢ cients).
Therefore, 
ld






where bH is the estimated Space-Doppler channel response matrix, whose columns
are constructed by inserting elements of ^ld and F^ ld (pairwise) into Equation 6.16.
Thus, if perfect (;F) estimation is achieved, Equation 6.28 will provide the least





(a) Sample x(t) and collect snapshots to form [X[1];X[2]; : : : ;X[Nsyms]].
(b) Vectorise received data to form xst (Eq. 6.11).
2. Estimate delays:
(a) Obtain delay estimates at K largest values in delay (Eq. 6.18).
3. Estimate DOA and Doppler:
(a) Construct estimated temporal response matrix bC (Eq. 6.19) and use
it to compute y
ld
(Eq. 6.20).
(b) for ld = l^1; l^2; : : : ; l^K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i. Apply Doppler Smoothing and/or Spatial Smoothing and compute
~Rsmooth;ld (Eq. 6.25).
ii. Eigendecompose ~Rsmooth;ld and evaluate DOA Dopp(;F) (Eq. 6.26).
iii. Obtain joint DOA-Doppler estimates at the Kld highest spectral
maxima in DOA Dopp(;F).
4. Estimate path fading coe¢ cients:
(a) Construct estimated Space-Doppler channel response matrix, bH.
(b) Obtain fading coe¢ cient estimates by inserting bH in Equation 6.28.
6.3 Simulation Results
Two di¤erent simulation scenarios will be considered in this section: one with
stationary targets and one with moving targets. For all simulations, a carrier fre-
quency of fc = 2GHz and chip period of Tc = 0:8138s are used. For notational






such that SNRk = jkj2 SNR0. As described in Section 6.2.2, when Spatial and/or
Doppler Smoothing are applied, relevant subvector dimensions are chosen using
the approximate optimal value suggested in [112] (except when targets are known
in advance to be stationary, then no Doppler dimension is required and d = 1).
6.3.1 Simulated Environment 1: Stationary Targets
The stationary-target scenario used here was taken from [110], wherein the Iter-
ative Adaptive Approach (IAA) was applied to MIMO radar. Precise parameter
values were not provided in [110, Fig. 1(a)], but the values used here are ap-
proximately the same. In this scenario, an N = 5 element receiver ULA and
N = 5 element transmitter ULA (stretched by a factor of 5 along the x-axis)
are employed. The target environment comprises K = 29 stationary targets with
azimuth values between 60 and 120 and relative delays between 3Tc and 23Tc.
Fading coe¢ cient magnitudes take values between approximately 0:01 and 1.
Figure 6.3 shows the mean (across all K = 29 targets) root mean square error
(RMSE) of the proposed method for  30dB  SNR0  30dB. The estimation
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errors plotted for  are the averages of real and imaginary parts (since these values
are very similar). Also plotted is the performance of the same approach, but with
Equation 6.20 replaced by traditional range compression. In both cases, L = 6350
snapshots ( 5ms observation interval) and Nc = 127. Delays are estimated in
the same way for both approaches and Figure 6.3 indeed shows identical delay
estimation performance.
In order to assess the quality of the estimates, the Cramer-Rao bounds derived
in Appendix 5B have also been plotted. Since these bounds do not take account
of path delays, it is e¤ectively assumed that each of the K di¤erent delays may
be treated as a separate Kld-target signal environment. In other words, these
bounds cannot possibly be achieved unless the signal associated with each delay
can be perfectly isolated. Of course, the transmitted signals have been specically
designed to have good autocorrelation properties for this task. Therefore, in
accordance with the discussion in Section 6.2.1 (and Appendix 6A) these bounds
should be theoretically (asymptotically) achievable.
At low SNRs (where noise e¤ects dominate), Figure 6.3 reveals overall esti-
mation performance of the proposed method to be similar to that of the range
compression based approach. However, at higher SNRs, the performance degra-
dation due to leakagefrom other delays becomes signicant and the advantage
of using the proposed approach is evident. Indeed, as SNR increases, the esti-
mation performance of the proposed approach can be seen to draw closer to the
CRB. (Recall from Section 4.3 that the CRB is a small error bound, so is not
valid for low SNR i.e. below 10dB in this case). This not only serves to conrm
the strong estimation performance of the proposed subspace-based method, but
also supports the assertions made in Section 6.2.1 regarding the partitioning of
delay subspaces without loss of performance.
Although the IAA method is too computationally burdensome for Doppler-
delay-DOA estimation performance evaluation, it is possible to investigate under
the stationary targets assumption. The IAA method is particularly well suited
to scenarios where very small numbers of snapshots are available (but SNR is
su¢ ciently high), while the proposed method requires a larger number of snap-
shots (but can operate well at lower SNRs). Therefore, to assess the algorithms
intrinsic capabilities, the two methods are evaluated using di¤erent numbers of
snapshots, but compared under a constant (SNR L) constraint. As noted in
[110], IAA is found to fail to resolve all targets under this scenario (even at SNRs
as high as 30dB). To prevent spurious spectral peaks from skewing results, Fig-
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Figure 6.3: Estimation error comparison of the proposed method with a Range
Compression (RC) based approach (1000 trials) and the Cramer-Rao bound
(CRB). No delay estimation errors occured for SNR0   14dB.
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ure 6.4 therefore shows the median RMSE from the K = 29 targets. For IAA,
Gold sequences of length 63 chips were transmitted, leading to L = 87 received
snapshots.
It can be seen that the two algorithms have similar DOA estimation perfor-
mance for (SNR L) between 20dB and 30dB. However, the proposed approach
shows superior estimation performance across all parameters, particularly for
higher (SNR L).
Figure 6.4: Estimation error comparison of the proposed method with the Itera-
tive Adaptive Approach (IAA) (500 trials) and the Cramer-Rao bound (CRB).
6.3.2 Simulated Environment 2: Moving Targets
To demonstrate the full parameter estimation capabilities of the proposed method
(in the presence of moving targets), the array conguration of Figure 6.5 will be
used.
The target environment comprises K = 27 moving and stationary targets,
located across the full 360 azimuth, with radial velocities between  40ms 1 and
60ms 1 (true parameters are marked in Figure 6.8). Fading coe¢ cient magni-
tudes were selected independently from a uniform distribution on the interval
[
p
0:1; 1] (such that 1
10
SNR0  SNRk  SNR0) and xed for all trials (true pa-
rameters marked in Figure 6.9). All 27 targets span just two relative delays
(8Tc and 9Tc) and numerous instances of each type of coherent sourcesproblems
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Figure 6.5: Arrayed MIMO conguration for Simulated Environment 2. Transmit
array is an N = 5 element X-shaped array and receive array is an N = 8 element
uniform linear array.
are present. Specically: 14 targets share identical Doppler and delay with some
other target(s); 13 share identical DOA and delay; and 8 share identical DOA
and Doppler.
In Figure 6.6, accurate parameter estimation is evident for SNR0 greater than
approximately 5dB. However, performance is seen to plateau at very high SNRs
due to Doppler e¤ects within a symbol period (assumed in Equation 6.7 to be
negligible) taking e¤ect. However, with estimation errors still measuring only
in the hundredths of degrees azimuth/ms 1 radial velocity (and with absolute
RMS  error lower bounded by 0.0287), such performance may be tolerable in
a number of applications.
Illustrative results from a single trial (with SNR0 = 10dB) are presented in
Figures 6.7 - 6.9.
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Figure 6.6: Estimation error evaluation of the proposed method (600 trials). No
delay estimation errors occured for SNR0   10dB.
























(a) DOA-Doppler surface plot for ld = 8.
(b) DOA-Doppler contour plot for ld = 8.
Labelled target indices correspond with
Fig. 6.9.
(c) DOA-Doppler surface plot for ld = 9.
(d) DOA-Doppler contour plot for ld = 9.
Labelled target indices correspond with
Fig. 6.9.
Figure 6.8: Joint DOA-Doppler estimation for delays ld = 8 and ld = 9 (with true parameters marked in green). SNR0 = 10dB.
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(a) Fading coe¢ cient magnitudes for all targets.
(a) Fading coe¢ cient phases for all targets.
Figure 6.9: Complex path fading coe¢ cient estimates (with true parameters
marked with a green X). SNR0 = 10dB.
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6.3.3 Complexity Analysis
In this subsection, the number of complex multiplications will be used as a
measure of computational complexity. Eigendecomposition or inversion of an
(N N) matrix are both assumed to have complexity O (N3). Assuming the
number of azimuth and Doppler search points (denoted K and KF , respectively)
are su¢ ciently large, the O (Nc (NL+K2 )) delay and fading coe¢ cient esti-













By comparison, the IAA method with Nit iterations has complexity
O  Nit  (NL)3 +NcKKF (NL)2. Since Nc > K and NL  K, it is clear
that the complexity of IAA is worse by a factor greatly exceeding N 2cNit. This
enormous di¤erence highlights the impracticality of an exhaustive 3-parameter
search and, therefore, the usefulness of the proposed two-stage method.
Appendices
Appendices 6A Equivalent Two-Stage Estima-
tion
In this appendix, it will be shown that the proposed two-stage estimation proce-
dure is fundamentally equivalent to an exhaustive 3-parameter search based on














First of all, it is useful to recognise that there is intrinsic redundancy in the






NNsymsNc dimensions. Therefore, the remaining NNsymsNc dimensions are




xst. Clearly, these dimensions are then totally redundant so,


















where EC is a (2Nc Nc) orthonormal basis that spans the same space as C.
Clearly, Chalf , ETCC therefore describes an identical manifold shape as C, but
now with no redundancy. Similarly, noise properties are unchanged. Thus, Equa-
tions 6.30 and 6.31 are fundamentally equivalent with respect to parameter esti-
mation capabilities.
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In fact, due to the columns of C being almost orthogonal, it is possible to
extract and process anNNsyms-dimensional space associated with just one desired
delay, denoted ld, at at time. More specically, for complete suppression of leakage






dened as C with the column Jldc removed). Then, to eliminate intrinsic subspace













course, the subspace may be explicitly extracted. An intuitive way to achieve this






















2Nch(k;Fk) + nld (6.32)




P?bCldJldc  1 (6.33)
Furthermore, note that C has been replaced by bC, which comprises only the K
columns associated with the K  Nc distinct delays existing in the signal envi-
ronment (estimated rst). Using bC therefore minimises any attenuation due to
Ald and also ensures that only K subsequent (;F) searches must be computed.
Furthermore, estimating delays separately causes no fundamental degradation in
delay estimation performance, since inclusion of h(;F) in the manifold vector
cannot increase the angle between di¤erent columns of C, since these are already
(approximately) orthogonal.
Since Ald  1, computing yld in Equation 6.32 therefore amounts to perfect
isolation of signal terms associated with delay ld. The manifold of
p
2Nch(;F)
has an identical shape to that of hst(;F ; ld). Therefore, it is clear to see that




This thesis has addressed a number of topics in array processing. The early
chapters were concerned with the development of more generic array processing
concepts, while the latter chapters looked at how these concepts may be adapted
and applied to MIMO radar.
7.1 Summary
Chapter 3 introduced some fundamental topics related to the characterisation of
an array system via its manifold. A new di¤erential geometric framework was
studied and used to derive new recursive formulas for calculating the strictly
orthonormal moving frame, U(s), and corresponding complex Cartan Matrix,
C(s), for arbitrary array geometries (which had only previously been achieved
for hyperhelical curves). The circular approximation of the array manifold was
derived under this new framework and concise formulas were provided for the
popular uniform linear array geometry.
In Chapter 4, the detection and resolution performance capabilities of prac-
tical direction nding algorithms were investigated. A collection of useful ap-
proximations were derived using the circular approximation of the manifold. A
novel method for characterising the detection threshold of eigenvalue-based de-
tection algorithms was derived and the Minimum Description Length (MDL) and
Akaikes Information Criterion (AIC) algorithms were studied as specic exam-
ples. Resolution performance analysis was explored and the role of the presumed
resolution criterion was studied. The MUSIC algorithm was studied in the nite
snapshot case and Capons MVDR algorithm was investigated assuming perfect
signal statistics. The gure of merit parameter Cwas used to provide insight
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regarding the relationship between each practical algorithm and the theoretically
ideal.
An equivalent virtual SIMO representation of the MIMO radar system was
established in Chapter 5. The MIMO radar virtual array manifold was thus
derived and its properties were investigated. The important case of orthogonal
transmit waveforms was studied and the associated fundamental performance
bounds were derived. Finally, a method for designing spatially e¢ cient uniform
linear virtual arrays was established using a new family of subarrayed collinear
MIMO array geometries.
Chapter 6 brought together the key concepts of the thesis to produce a
subspace-based joint Doppler, delay and direction of arrival (DOA) estimation
framework for MIMO radar. A novel transmit waveform conguration was used in
order to obtain a more favourable extended virtual array structure. This allowed
the estimation process to be partitioned into an equivalent two-stage algorithm
(thus avoiding a prohibitively complex 3-parameter search). Simulations were
presented to assess the proposed approach and it was seen to outperform existing
methods in terms of both parameter estimation performance and computational
complexity.
7.2 List of Contributions
The main original contributions in this thesis (in order of appearance) were:
1. The derivation of recursive formulas for obtaining the strictly orthonormal
moving frame and complex Cartan matrix for arbitrary array geometries.
2. A proof of the circular approximation of the array manifold curve using the
new di¤erential geometric framework and compact, closed-form expressions
for the popular case of uniform linear array geometries.
3. The two-source Cramer-Rao bound on bearing estimation in conventional
SIMO array processing for arbitrary signal correlation (expressed compactly
in terms of di¤erential geometric parameters).
4. A collection of useful approximations related to the closely-spaced two-
source SIMO signal environment. Specically, inner product approxima-
tions (with several geometric diagrams to assist in the future derivation of
similar quantities) and compact signal eigenvalue approximations.
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5. A convenient method for characterising eigenvalue-based detection algo-
rithm performance, using the parameter D, and specic results for the
MDL and AIC algorithms.
6. Studies of the statistical resolution performance of the MUSIC algorithm
and asymptotic resolution performance of Capons MVDR algorithm for
arbitrary signal correlations and array geometries.
7. A study of the impact of the presumed resolution criterion on resolution
performance analysis.
8. A full theoretical development of the virtual SIMO equivalent of the MIMO
radar system (including all virtual signal parameters) and a fundamental
performance analysis in the important case of orthogonal transmit wave-
forms.
9. A method for designing spatially e¢ cient uniform linear virtual arrays,
based on a new family of subarrayed collinear MIMO geometries.
10. A transmit signal design and spatiotemporal receiver architecture for joint
estimation of Doppler, delay and DOA in MIMO radar. This exploits an ex-
tended virtual manifold structure which supports being decoupled to yield
an equivalent two-stage estimation procedure, to signicantly reduce com-
putational complexity without degrading performance.
7.3 Future Work
The aim of this research work has been to develop array processing theory and
MIMO radar techniques in parallel and to strengthen the connection between
these two elds. While some initial developments have been made in this thesis,
a truly enormous amount of work remains to be done. A number of possible ideas
for future research are summarised as follows:
 One of the most exciting future directions for MIMO radar research is trans-
mit beampattern design. As mentioned in this thesis, transmit beamforming
requires some sort of prior knowledge about target directions. Therefore,
issues even so simple as how this knowledge may be represented must be
addressed (for example, if target bearings are simply assumed to be fully
known in advance, then there is no point in performing direction nding
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at all). Although some good research has already been done on this topic
(such as [21,22]), such results have not been addressed from a virtual ar-
ray perspective. Studying transmit waveform design based on the resulting
e¤ects in the virtual array system (including the virtual manifold) should
provide signicant new insight.
 A number of practically important issues have been neglected in this thesis
and, in order for this research work to have any real credibility, these issues
must be addressed. Besides array calibration, another major practical issue
that was ignored is clutter mitigation. Clutter rather destroys the idealised
point target model and causes signal echoes to arrive from a broad con-
tinuum of directions. This can be viewed as spatially non-white noise, for
which pre-whitening techniques exist. However, the e¤ect this has on the
(extended) array manifold (for example, when smoothing techniques are
also applied) must be investigated in detail.
 Although a long journal paper has been published on extended array mani-
folds, this topic is still in its early infancy. The class of extended manifolds
studied so far is limited and signicant generalisation is necessary in or-
der to study more complex constructions, such as MIMO radar extended
virtual arrays. Even without further manifold extension, a method must
be found for analysing the (detrimental) e¤ect of parasitic Doppler that
appears across the spatial aperture of the standard virtual array manifold
vector. The relationship between the transmit waveforms, transmit mani-
fold vector and Doppler is crucial in this respect. It is certainly conceivable
that a method for optimising transmit waveform design may be identied
if these e¤ects on the manifold can be understood. Furthermore, array am-
biguities will be an important problem that may arise from Doppler acting
across the same spatial aperture as the transmit manifold vector.
 The recursive formulas presented in Chapter 3 for obtaining the complex
Cartan matrix are still rather indirect and cumbersome. Hopefully, more
convenient formulations can be found and the results presented in this thesis
(and all associated Matlab codes) can be used simply for verication pur-
poses. Alternatively, it may be possible to develop specic formulations for
certain geometries, such as circular arrays or arrays comprised from linear
arrays (such as L-shaped, X-shaped, Y-shaped and rectangular grid arrays).
7. Conclusions 153
 An interesting exercise would be to extend the MVDR resolution perfor-
mance analysis to the nite-snapshot case. The statistics of the sample
spectrum have already been investigated in [98], so it would seem that this
would be a straightforward extension of the work presented in Chapter 4.
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